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Introduction - Religion and Fental Hygiene
We often hear it said by the "average man'' that
"religion drives people crazy". Many people entertain the
notion that much insanity has been caused by speculation
unon religious questions and undue brooding over metanhysi-
cf=l T3roblens. Undoubtedly, this notion has been fostered
by the number of cases found in our institutions for the
mentally diseased whose thought life dv/ells in the realm of
the cosmic and whose strange mutterings and peculiar beliefs
often center about religious phenom.ena. It should be pointed
out, in correcting this notion, that this type of patient hss
broken down m.entally because of some conflict situation in
his personal life, and that the ideationpl content of the
delusions, and identification with great religious leaders,
is no indication of the real source of the personal conflict.
In direct opposition to this popular notion, we have the
magnificent claims made for religion by certain ministers
and of-^er leaders who cite instance after instance of health-
giving newer to be found in religion. They claim that reli-
gious beliefs snd experiences are the only true road to com-
plete m.ental health and a satisfactory existence. It is evi-
dent that both of these claim.s cannot be true as broad general
iz at ions that will hold in all cases. It is the purpose of
this study to attempt to discover some general principles
underlying the use and function of religious beliefs and
rc
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e>:periences in adult mental hygiene. We want to know v/hat
the practical results of the application of p- religious
belief may be in detemining the development of a person-
ality. In order to get a scientific answer to our question,
vre vfil"! use onlj such material as can be gathered from case
studies. Our m.ethod is em.pirical.
'.''e are dealing with theistic religion in this
reaper
. "/e are not concerned v^fith a God that is a glorified
"Uncle SamJ'. '"'e are interested in the belief in a Dersonal
God and the experience which is interpreted as a comraunion
with the Deity as a Person. William. Jam.es defines religion
as "the feelings, acts, and experiences of m.en in their sol-
itude, so far as they apprehend themselves to stand in rela-
tion to whatever they m&j consider divine'.'' 'Ve cannot cover
in the short space of this reaper the conceptions of the divine
of J? 11 men; ve must limit our study to that group which looks
UDon the divine ps a personal unity, Stolz gives his defini-
tion of religion a psychological flavor: "Religion is, then,
the endeavor of an incompetent and divided self to achieve
consistency and completion by an appeal to an ideal agent
. 2
of extra-human structure'. This definition is close to
our use of the term..
Our philosophy might be that of I.euba as far as
this paper is concerned: "The truth of the m.atter may be put
this way: God is not knov/n. He is not understood; V.e is used -
used a good deal and v/ith an admirable disregard of logical
1 - ouoted by ?-egbie, 13.
2 - D. 107.
cc
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consistency, sometimes as meat ^uwejoT , sometimes as moral
support, som.etlmes as friend, sometimes as an object of love'.
In another place Leuba says that "the m.ost significant and
useful question concerning religion, or any other human act-
ivity, to one who realizes the pregnant meaning of develop-
ment, is not Y>,'hat are the essential or dominant components
of religion, but whst is its function in hum.an life, and how
is this function performed". He has stated the purpose of
this study, and given a place of importance to that aspect of
the conception of God with which we are here concerned. "To
the plain man as he uses the idea of God, in contrast v/ith a
passive formal attitude tov/ard it, the idea involves a living
process, lav/, or m.ovem.ent, in the working of which human needs
are satisfied, ,iustice and truth established, and distant
ideals attained.
Hocking says: ''God's presence in the universe
means to m.ost believers the presence of a verv powerful champ-
ion of certain righteous causes of immense historic range. We
think of God as a vindicator, v;orking out the deeper justice
which shall bring together at last the innermost merit and
its external recognition. We think of him perhaps as causing
happiness and brotherhood to prevail among men at some future
time. Or v/e think of him simply as security to our souls
that in some hidden way all is well, or will be well, with
4
the v.-orld'' . This is the conception of God that we want to
1 - Quoting Ames, 314,
2 - 'PP'Rf 42.
5 - Ames, 318. 4 - p. 208,
c
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watch as it works in the personality development of man.
We are interested in the religious faith, described by
Elliot: ''".hien one has fellowship with a God who personal-
izes all one's deepest confidence in oneself, in others,
and in the universe itself, his religious faith becomes the
very center of life. '"^
^'any claim.s are made for the religious belief
as a value in the personality development of the individual.
First, it is recom:niended as a means of solving conflicts
without friction and to the satisfaction of the needs of
the self. Weatherhead cites a case in support of this claim.
'a young girl care to me six or seven years ago in great
distress of mind. ?he hod been wronged by a former friend,
^^er own conscience impel"! ed her tov/ards forgiveness and
reconciliation. Ker resentment, plus a terrible opportunity,
impelled her tov/ards retaliation. She came to me after
struggling v;ith these two forces for several m.onths. :fh.±le
this conflict of the mind continued, she suffered from
violent headaches, catarrh, and insomnia. She had taken med-
ical advice, consumed bottles of medicine, and was no better.
It v/as the easiest case in the world to deal with. Faving
advised her, as any Christian would be able to do, I said
quite definitely that, as soon bs she had sought out her
friend and forgiven her, both mental distress and physical
symptoms would disaripear. She carried out my advice, and came
1 - p. 77
r
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back in p fev/ days, radiant and cured. She has had no return
of the symptoms since,"''" The belief that God's will favors
one line of conduct adds s great deal of weight to that motiv-
ation and allov/s it to control the conduct of the individual;
and the Christian ideal has been found to be satisfactory
to the needs of the self. Stolz says: "The Christian life
is not a refuge from affliction but as another has suggested
a field for adventure in which the potential hero develops
.• 2
at the expense of the possible cov;ard\
Other writers sing the praises of the Christian
faith as a source of strength in time of trouble and con-
flict, ^''ackenzie draws an inference from Jung's words and
from psychoanalysis as a whole, which m.ay or may not be
justified: "Confessional prayer, prayer that lays the whole
heart bare before God in Christ, is the strongest preventive
and therapeutic agent we know and is of the essence of mental
hygiene". The valae of the confession is also highly recom-
4 5
mended by Oliver and Veatherhead,
Dr. Campbell gives a fine statement of his belief
in the value of religion: "The belief in the spiritual order
of the universe is, from the point of view of the health of
the individual and the group, an important driving force; it
encourages the maximum output of energy, it sup ;orts social
solidarity, it compensates for the recognition of one's own
1 - p. 10.
2 - 15. .309
3 - p. 246
4 - p. 289.
•5 - ch. IV.
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handicaps, it supports the individual during transitory
discouragement, through thwarted hopes, and helps him to
suffer the 'slings and arrov/s of outrageous fortune' ^vhile
at the same time urging him
...to take arms against a sea of troubles
And by opposing end them.
"Beliefs such as the above^he continues, "have
been a source of untold strength to individuals and nations,
"i^he DroDhets who h- ve stimulated those beliefs, given them
vitality and actuality, have been a so^^rce of strength to
their com^unit^f, supplying it v/ith spiritual vitamines. The
general belief in a spiritual interpretation of the v/orld
will be precipitated in different forms in different periods
and different climes; it may be expressed in the creed of a
church, the philosophy of a thinker, the creation of a poet.
It will be grasoed in a more meagre sense or in its fuller
bearing according to the cultural level, the personal endow-
ment, the intellectual training of the individual; it v/ill
be colored by innurrierable influences, v;ill contain various
inclusions and residuals. But as a health factor, as a dyn-
amic component, the exact form.ulation is unimportant compared,
with the general belief or attitude.
Cutten makes a claim, for religious experience
which might be hard to verify in its entirety: "As a matter
of fact, ' he says, 'real insight, clearer intellectual vision,
strengthened moral purpose, and many valuable suggestions
have come as a nroduct of the mystical consciousness',^
1 - TDp. 75-75.
2 - p. 31.
c
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This represents the claims of the more entrmsiastic advoc-
ates of religion as a necessity to mental hygiene. As a
final "testimonial'' to the value of religion, we quote Dr.
Hadfield: ''The Christian religion is one of the most . . .
potent influences that we possess for producing that . . ,
peace of mind and that confidence of soul which is needed
to "bring health ... to a large proportion of nervoas
-^atients. In some cases I have attempted to cure nervous
oatients with suggestions of quietness and confidence, hut
without success until I have linked these suggestions on to
that faith in the power of God v^hich is the substance of
the Christian's , • , hope. Then the patient has becom.e
strong''."^
Over against these viev/s and statements, we have
warnings of dangers in religious belief for the mental health
of the individual. In the realm lying between the normal and
the abnormal, v;e find m.any people v;ho seem to have been warp-
ed mentally by their religious beliefs and experiences. "Con-
sidered from, the standpoint of drives that have made men
pious, piety is by no means an unmixed blessing. For history
shows that any desire v/hatever can receive the baptism of
religious sanctity, with all the reinforcement that results
therefrom. On the one hand, it is true, v;e see religion call-
ing men to a life of righteousness; on the other hand, there
is no m.eanness nor narrowness that has not somev/here at some
time been a part of religion. For this reason, religion is
1 - quoted by " eatherhead, 23.
c
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the most dangerous thing in the world. It can promote
either candor or prejudice, either self-will or sweet
reasonableness, either ruthlessness or gentleness," This
deals specifically with the standards that one gets from
one's religion in their social significance. But we shall
find that one's standards play an important part in determ-
ining one's mental health,
Leuba points to the "inherent disadvantages of
p
these (religious) beliefs: • . • otherworldliness ' , This
danger is perhaps the most serious to be found in the rel-
igious life. The tendency of the individual to cease strug-
gling when faced with a conflict situation and to revert to
the pleasant security of a belief in the all-loving Father,
and to behave as if the Father actually relieved the ''child"
of all responsibility, leads to regressive m.ental disorders
eventually.
Some critics of religion claim that the mystical
nature of the religious experience tends to unseat the judg-
j
ment and make trie individual more susceptible to hallucina-
tions. This view is discredited by Ames, quoting statistics
compiled by Dr. Coe: "Prof/essor Coe found in examining
several nersons with reference to such phenomena that those
who experienced automatisms in religion usually had also
experienced them in other than religious situations; and
that those who did not have them outside of religion were
1 - Coe, 162,
2 - GI, 328.
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not likely to undergo them in conversion, no matter how
much they desired it',^
Valentine has characterized the failing of many
religious people who cling to their religious beliefs v/ith
too great a show of emotion, leading to narrovz-mindedness,
and fostering a condition favorable to the breeding of
del'isions : "Choleric individuals . . . cire forever suffer-
ing fits of rage against people, words, phrases, and s^^mbols
that are in any way associated with burglarizing attempts
against their smug mental adjustments",'^ The faults of
religious people, hov/ever, are no indication of a weakening
effect of religion, nor are they an indictment of religion,
since we find more often than not that the fault exists in
snite of, rather than because of, the religious life of the
individual. Valentine scores the methods of some evangelists
who create disturbing emotional conditions in their hearers
for the sake of "saving their souls". He says: "Through such
experiences many who sin are made good, and som.e v/ho sin not
ere nade victims of neurosis'.
Pinall^r, tbere are those psychologists who use
their nsychology as a point of d«r~part:ire into the realms of
philosophy and attempt to Drove that religion is philosophic-
ally invalid because they find that certain religious pract-
ices are similar to abnormal psychological m.echanisms and
lead to disintegration. This group may be represented hj
1 - p. 261.
2 - p. 146.
.3 - Dp. 315-316.
c
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Martin and Freud who class religion as a Beneficent
psychosis" and a "universal neurosis'' respectively, "The
fact that certain human traits appear to be coira^on to rel-
igion and to the data of psychopathology does not at all
imply that religion is itself abnormal irtiumsin exoerience",
says "artin,"'- with the implication that what is now normal
will ultimately -orove to have been unreal and an illusion.
He finds that "religion is the s^rmbollic appreciation of
the mystery of existence in terms of the interests of the
ego" - "symbol of our wish that the universe were run in
our interest'," It seems to be a bit arbitrary to desig-
nate som.e s:^^stem of beliefs as a osychosis u-'til the unreal-
ity of the object believed in is more certainly shown not
to exist than is at present the case.
Freud's thesis is that our culture can be support
ed and advanced upon grounds m.ore reasonable and binding on
the members of society than than the ground of the absolute
objectivity of v^^lue and support of the Deity, He finds
that the"true believer is in a high degree protected against
the danger of certain neurotic afflictions; by accepting the
universal neurosis he is spared the task of forming a person
al neurosis",' He sees our culture as demanding certain re-
pressions of the individual - such as those of the sex drive
and he finds religion an unsatisfactory ''safety-valve" for
1 -
2 -
3 -
O, 56,
p. 99.
p. 77.
c
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sone of the repressed steam. P.e aavocates the abandonment
of the religious 'neurosis ' and a rational acceptance of
the fact that certain renre^' sions are necessary to the
continu.ance of oiv civilization.
r(C
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I. The Needs of the '"elf and I''ental "riygiene
For the purposes of this study, the Self shall
be defined as an organic unity made up of basic needs,
instincts, habits, desires, purposes, attitudes, sentiments,
and complexes. 'Ve shall not attempt to interpret the activit-
ies of the self in physiological terms. All that is necessary
is to recognize that the self functions through, with, and
in a physical organism; we cannot distinguish the function
of the self from the function of a nervous sjistem in actual
operation. But v/e can describe the activity of the self as
if it were independent of any physical body, and indeed, we
find such a descriotion more helpful in understanding human
nature than any attemoted description in terms of -physiolog-
ical change.
The self which finds socially acceptable satis-
factions for all of its needs is the healthy self. The healthy
self is not the constant battleground of continuous conflict,
but it finds an obiective outlet for all of its stored-up
energy, Stolz lists the m.arks of an integrated personality
as: freedom from multiple personality, freedom from contin-
uously unresolved conflicts, and adjustment to novel situa-
tions with bravery and efficiency."^ FcDougall has character-
ized the healthy self as follows: "Happy is the man whose
rC
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character is formed from a well-balanced disposition u'der
the influence of unquestioned ideals and of a supreme goal
or master-purpose. His self-resoect and ideals to which he
is attached . . , v/ill supply him. v'ith dominant motives in
all ordinary sitr:!?-tions , motives strong enough to overcome
all crude promptings of his instinctive nature; he is in
little danger of becoming the scene of serious and enduring
conflicts; especially is this true if he has learned to know
himself, has learned by his reflection and frank self-critic-
ism to u^d^rptand, in som.e m.easure, his own motives, and has
formed a sober, well-balanced estimate of him.self, of his
capacities, his purposes, and his duties '."^ Cental hygiene
m.ay be understood to be the principles of conduct leading to
mental health. Ve find that mental health is directly related
to the degree and kind of s-^tisfaction that the self secures
for its basic needs.
""he theory of the needs of the self is a much
df^bated sub.ject, with confusion and lack of agreement among
psychologists and philosophers. Great confusion exists in the
conception of the term.'' instinct " . Popular usage generally
consigns to the v/ord a meaning analogous to "source of power".
One's instincts are supposed to be strange deposits of driving
force directed toward the achievement of soecific satisfaction
We will reserve the use of the term to describe certain psych-
ological mechanisms; our reasons v/il] be given in a later
1 - OAS, 216.
t
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Daragraph, Soine psychologists, using the term without care-
ful thought, 'nave named many ''instincts'' such as sex, herd,
fear, maternal, flight, - giving the impression that they are
describing the sources of all hujnan behavior, as if they had
discovered the true nature of motivation, 'e become philo-
sophers when we seek to name the motivating source of human
behavior; all that we may do as scientists is to describe the
driving forces as we see them working in i^ersonality . ""e may
say that we see the self striving for certain ends, or values,
and conclude that those ends are necessities v;hen we see the
self perish for want of them. Thus, v^e may arrive at certain
fundamental needs of the self.
e note the needs of the physical organism: food,
shelter, sex, and others. These furnish pov/erful motivation
tov/ard activity by the self.
?/ost important among the ''spiritual ' needs of the
self, seems to be the need for love in som.e form.. We find
this need bap ic to much of the striving of men. The self is
so constructed that if this need is not supplied in reality,
the mind will supply it v/ith a delusion. The need for social
approval is a close relative to the need for love. It seems
to be inherent in the nature of the self th-^t it must feel
that it is worthwhile socially, Ames traces these needs back
to the "reproductive inrtincty which he believes to be at the
basis of the desire for approval. In fact, he finds our v/hole
structure built upon this "oersonal need, since it leads the
individual to be kind and gracious and generous. In the dev-
elopm.ent of the adolescent, he finds that "no other influence
II
I
i
1
•j
(
1
is comparable to this maturing instinctive disposition for
the development of the attitudes of sympathy, cooperation,
and sociability This may be an over-emphasis of the basic
importance of the need for sexual experience, but it brings
to attention the basis of the needs of the self to be found
rooted in the physical nature of man. In the light of these
needs of the self, it seems a bit superfluous to talk of a
"herd instinct". Of course, the individual will seek its ovm
people, since they are necessary to the demanded satisfactions.
It seem.s to be likewise true of the self that it
m.ust feel secure in the environment. Love and social approval
give a feeling of security in the social and personal environ-
ment. This demand for securit:/- is the basis of the instinctive
fear and flight reactions to hostile elements in the natural
as well as the social environment. The pugnacious reaction is
the natural attempt of the self to protect itself against the
threatening aspects of the situation. Anj factor which threat-
ens to deprive the self of an77 of its values and thus strikes
at its security, arouses the self to action. This need for
security is as basic as is the need for love and approval;
in many instances the two needs are evidently two aspects of
the same necessity to existence.
Adler m.akes much of the striving for superiority
as the basis of the activity of the self. The striving is
secondary to that striven for, and we doubt the '"superiority"
in and of itself is the basic need or value of man. It is only
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as pov/ei* can secure for the self the respect of felloT/men,
the love of the opposite sex, protection, and the necessities
and luxuries of life, that it is valuable to the self.
Some writers maintain the thesis that there is a
religious instinct or need that can loe satisfied only by rel-
igious experience and that is distinct from the other needs
of the self. This is the "numinous" propensity of man, described
by Otto."*" Such a thesis is generally discredited by psycho-
logists, Ames has already been mentioned as tracing the altru-
istic tendencies of ^'^an back to the reproductive instinct. He
finds that the religious exioerience of man satisfies the de-
sires for love and approval, Pratt sees no grounds for claim-
ing a specific religious instinct, but he thinks that "a being
endowed with intelligence and v/ith a dozen or more specific
instincts and tendencies of m.an , , , is bound to be religious,
at least potentially or incipient ly , Vveatherhead' maintains
that man has a faculty for religion, as distinct from the
need for food or love or security. The faculty may disappear
with non-use, without destroying the self; but the need must
be m.et or the self dies. This seems to be a true statement
of the case. The thesis that there is a religious need that
must be m.et goes to pieces in face of the facts of many lives
lived successfully without religion.
Hocking sees religion meeting all the needs of
^' "^^^ ^^^^ 2£ ^J^e Holy ,
2. p. 71.
3, Je-aias and Ourselves, 64,
iI
!
i
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the self rost completely: 'For all reasons I should prefer
to think that in mysticism the needs of sex, together with
all other needs, pre understood and satisfied; that all the
hundred voices of human desire are here brought to unison,
'"ith this understanding end not otherv/ise can I see how
religion is to fulfil its assumed functions: to keep from
mutual estrangement the -orimitive in us and the far- civil-
ized; to offer individtial souls - m^alform.ed in the special-
izations of our social order, or m.util-^ted in its accidents
the possibility of complete personality; to unify in v/ish
and v/ill, as reason does in principle, the whole m.oral exist
ence of r^an".''" He ascribes to religion the possibility of
leading the self to perfect integration and mental health.
1 - D. 578.
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II. Habit and Fental Hygiene
We want to knov/ hov/ the needs of the self are
satisfied. Personalit7r does not spring into full-bloom at
the birth of the infant. The nev^-born babe has been well-
described as an '^energetic candidate for personality";"^ it
is plunged into an environisent with some very definite needs
which must be satisfied by the environment. Experiences
immediately are pleasant or unpleasant in proportion to
their satisfaction of basic needs. The developing self soon
learns to distinguish, between objects and persons
, such as
the mother, who always pleases, or the strange little girl,
who does annoying things that are painful to the tender
organism. It soon learns that certain beh-^vior is productive
of food or some other desired end; and other behavior is quick-
ly listed by the developing self as "to be avoided'', because
it produces pain. Thus feeling attitudes are developed toward
certain objects, and we have the nucleus of a bunch of senti-
ments and emotional habits.
Let us first clear up the meaning and function of
the term- instinct . We follov; Valentine, who has made a thor-
ough study of the confusion surrounding the use of the term,
and whose conclusions follov/ closely those of Allport . The
confusion arises at the point involved in T'cDougall's descrip-
tion of instinct: "The instincts are the prime movers of all
human activity; by the conative or impulsive force of some
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instinct, every train of thought, however cold and passion-
less it may seem, is born along tov/ard its end, and every
bodily activity is initiated and sustained. The instinctive
impulses determine the ends of all activity and supoly the
driving power by which all mental activities are sustained;
and all the complex intellectual apparatus of the most high-
ly developed mind is but the instrument by which these imp-
ulses seek their satisfactions, while pleasure and pain do
but serve to guide them, in their choice of the means. Take
away these instinctive dispositions, with their powerful
impulses, and the organism v;ould become incapable of activity
of any kind; it would lie inert and motionless, like a wonder
ful clockwork whose mainspring had been removed or a steam
engine whose fires had been dravm. These impulses are the
mental forces that maintain and shape all the life of indiv-
iduals and societies, and in them we are confronted with the
central mystery of life and mind and will '."^ The confusion
arises in the functional description of the activity of the
self when "instinct" is sometimes used to describe the nature
of the activity, at other times used to name the need which
the activity seeks to satisfy, and still again is used to
describe the emotional accompanim.ent of the activity. Many
elaborate response-mechanism.s, built up over a period of-
years, are m.istakenly described as "instinctive". Instinct
for our purposes is "a specialized response to a definite
situation, in v/hich the nerve (next page)
1. OP, 218.
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energy traverses an inherited neural pattern'^" Valentine
concludes that "various careful studies . • . have shown
that certain simple types of reaction are comiron to very
young infants, and are apoarently instinctive. Some of these
elementary unlearned reactions a.ppear to be the starting-
points for elaborate habit developments, P.PI. Allport calls
these the nrenotent reflexes . . • Classified as follows:
Starting and v/ith drawing
Rejecting
Struggling
Hunger reactions
Sensitive-zone reactions
Sex reactions
. . • Each of these groups of reflexes involves not only
motor responses but also visceral, and hence emotional,
responses as well. These various activities comprise the
only pure instincts, al^. other Dattern behavior being but
p
elaborate habit systemiS cumulatively built up from them,"^'
In this viev; of the structure of personality v/e have a
reasonable basis for the understanding of the rich modi-
flability, the -orogres sive conditioning, and the limitless
substitution of responses through learning ^which is the
true developm.ent of the self as a refBcting and striving
organism.
Interests are determined by the natural cravings
of the organism and the ways in which these cravings have
been satisfied. As soon as some stimulus by association
1 - Valentine, 97.
2 - p. 114,
5 - ibid, 116,
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st irs up some reaction pattern, v/hich (because of condition-
ing) promises satisfaction for som.e basic need of the self,
attention is focused upon the situation and v;e say that inter-
est has been aroused. Thus, each individual has his individual
interests corresponding to his individual experience.
Likewise, each individual has his ov/n purposes
and desires conditioned by hie individual experience. By
use of imagination, the individual pictures the steps toward
attaining future satisfactions: he has evelved a purpose .
His desire s are determined by the objects that he has learn-
ed are satisfactory. Thus it is quite usual for an individ-
ual to desire an object which is harnful to him in the long
run. Desire always implies an object of desire; the term is
not used to describe the psychic condition previously described
ss need.
The sent ir^ent
s
are habitual feeling attitudes
toward objects in the environment. These feeling attitudes
have been conditioned in the grov;ing process. The child has
developed the sentiment of patriotism, or lojaltj to its
country, because it has been trained to regard the country
as v/orthy of respect and admiration and something that it
is quite noble to "die for'. The individual is an extensive
organization of feeling attitudes toward certain homes,
schools, churches, persons of prominence, organizations,
animals, and so on. lInreasona.ble sentiments are recognized
as prejudices.
Most imrjortant of the sentiments is the feeling
attitude of the self toward the self. This is McDougall '
s
1f
1
i
I
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" self-regard" . This sentiment colors all of the activity
of the self; it is the foundation of the individual's
reaction to any situation. It is his objective picture
of his self and his possibilities in the environment.
The attitude of the individual tov/ard the uni-
largely
verse and C-od is, likewise, /the product of early training.
"The idea of God . . . (and) the attitude and tendencies
which it sets up v;hen brought to the focus of attention de-
TDend upon the social relations and processes which operated
in the formation of the idea in the individual or in the
group from v/hich he derived it.""^ ''Perhsps' the most potent
factor in the experience in v/hich a person grov/s up is t?ie
religion of those with v/hom he comes in contact", is the
opinion of Professor r^lliott.". It is undoubtedly true that
the religion of the early environment may greatly color the
outlook of the individual, determining whether he shall be
an ootimistic person or one who faces life with foreboding
to some extent..
A feeling attitude which is for some reason or
other not acceptable to the self and becomes buried in the
unconscious is called a complex
.
Thus, the self may have at
one time been strongly attracted to a bit of sex behavior,
which in the course of events was decreed to be wicked and
vvas rejected. The memory of the experience, because of the
1 - Am.es, ."-^l?.
2 - p. 24.

implicfition that anyone v/ho engaged in such practices was
unworthy, is "forgotten',' But whenever an^/ stimulus suggests
this foriner experience to the self, from the depths of the
unconscious come strong impulses to some kind of behavior or
reaction. The source of such impulses is totally hidden from
the self. Hadfield''' says that complexes find expression in
three general ways: in dream.s, nervous disorders, and abnor-
malities of conduct, ?/e constantly come into contact with, the
expression of complexes in our study of human behavior.
Im.pul s e
s
are recognized in consciousness as urges
to some pprtlcular form of behavior. They may spring from
conscioiisly accepted standards and ideals or they may have
their source in the deepest recesses of the unconscious. They
may come into consciousness along simple, instinctiire oaths,
or they may be the products of some hideously conditioned
complex.
The self in action responds to impulses without
internal friction in some Ten cases, but the adult perforras
very few conscious acts of a fairly complex nature v7ithout
some degree of conflict between impulses. The stim.ulation of
the sexual desire in an individual living in our present
complex social enviromnent starts all manner of activity and
generally gives rise to conflicts ranging from a mild hesita-
tion to obey the original impulse to painful ceasation of all
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sctivity and bewildered confusion. The methods of dealing
with conflict usually become more or less habitual v/ith an
individual, and v/e csn often determine the value and ability
of a person as a social being by describing his habitual
response to the conflict situation. One of the most popular
criticisms of the religious m.an is that he "runs away from''
his problems. This seems to be an unfair generalization when
we take into account the number of brave men in history who
have relied uoon their religious beliefs and experiences
for their courage and strength.
1
i
I
I
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III. Emotion and Belief in Mental Hygiene
The function of emotion in mental hygiene cannot
be too highly emphasized. It is the emotional tone of any
exijerience which detemines its importance to the development
of the personality. It is the affective state of the person
at any given moment that largely determines the value of the
perception of the individual and thus determines the influence
of the moment. The place of the religious experience in the
total experience of the individual cannot be truly estimated
without PYi accurate understanding of the effect of the emot-
ional conditioning of the religiou?- experience.
Ames has summed up the function of feeling quite
adequately. He says: "The function of feeling in the total
experience m.ay be stated as that of a sign of the valixe of
the activity in which the organism is engaged. Feeling is
either agreeable or disagreeable or a mixture of both, as in
emotion. Agreeable feelings attend the successful, life-ful-
filling operations of the organism. Under normal conditions,
eating food v/hen hungry, e^vercising well-toned muscles,
pursuing one's chosen occupation afford pleasure. Disagree-
able feelings accompany inhibiting, disintegrating, unsuccess-
ful exr^eri ences , extreme hunger, over- fatigue, loss of busi-
ness or prestige, produce the danger signal of pain • . .
Feeling is not, then, an independent, original factor of
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experience, nor is it a proDer end in itself. It has its
place within the larger process of activity and ad;justment.
Like the ideational phases of conduct it springs from and
points forward to movement. Feeling discloses the harmony
or discord of m-ovement and properly tends to facilitate
pleasurable snd to inhibit painful movements''
Only three distinctive feeling reactions seem to
be basic in original nature: love, fear, and rage. The word
''love" is of course so greatly overworked that it loses
practically all value for exact description. It may represent
practically any shade of the pleasant-feeling reactions.
Valentine has sumjied up the nature of the basic affective
states: "(1) '"e are capable of love-tinged feelings when
the fam-iliar physical and mental habit activities sre un-
impeded, (2) "e are capable of anger-tinged feelings when an
agent before v/hich v/e feel relatively strong and competent
threatens to depr^^ive us of familiar habit activities, or to
thrust activities upon us which in some way conflict with our
organization pt that moment of experience, (3) ''Je are capable
of fear-tinged feelings virhen our major habit activities are
threatened by a force or mysterious agency before which we
2
feel actual incompetence. ' The real importance of the feeling
tone is that it so conditions certain experiences that we tend
either to repeat or to avoid the particular experience the
1 - D, 328.
2 - p, 141,
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next time we are stimulated in the same manner. The em.otions
are recognized as motor activity in conrtection with certain
feeling tones or affective states.
We can get some idea of the lntrica6y of emotional
conditioning from the following sumnary : "There are certain
simple and elem.entary emotions which are hereditarily pre-
determ.ined as to their original stim.-ali and their primary
reaction patterns. But from babyhood onward experience con-
tinually modifies, shifts, and multiplies both the stimuli
and the reactions through the development of habit associa-
tions. And the whole grov/th is extended and diversified
through integration with various intellectual nrocesses ".
Valentine points out the interaction of intellectual content
and em.otional tone in any experience by calling to onv atten-
tion the common experience of the individual who has been
the object of a practical joke. The injured party may or
may not be angry at the inconvenience caused by the trick,
but as soon as he learns v;ho perpretated the deed his react-
ion to the experience is colored. If it was someone for whom
he had an intense dislike, he would become angry. If it was
his best friend, he v/ould be amused at the cleverness dis-
played. With this understanding of the nature of emotion,
vie are freed from any possibility of proposing that certain
religious experiences carry "stock" emotional results for
1 - Valentine, 128,
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every individual.
It is the emotional factor v/hich gives color to
ovr experiences. "All the lights and shades of behavior, the
nuances of response, the unpredictable glows and chills v/ith
which one meets each successive situation are all conditions
of our intricate and subtle affective organization'."^ "There
are some sensitive people whose lives seem to be a continual
alternation of tears, laughter, petty angers and trifling
fears, and others who are as stolid and imperturbable as a
hill. These differences are no doubt due, basically, to bio-
chemical conditions in the neural structure. ' •e hold to
this earthy view of emotion, alv/ays taking into account the
physical basis of the emotional tone, and its direct connect-
ion with the chemical activity of the organism. This saves
us from falling into som.e common errors when interpreting the
introsnect ive reports of some religious experiences, v/hich
would seem to indicate that emotion is som.e kind of "vapor-
ous" accompaniment of particular experiences and is determ-
ined in quality by the type of experience.
"Y/herever feeling is consciously or unconsciously
made the uppemost factor in conduct, it defeats itself by
the deterioration of the structures and functions employed
to produce it",'^ In the light of this tendency of emotion,
we see why so many persons fail in their striving for the
1 - Valentine, 122,
?. - ibid, 154.
5 - Ames, .'^28.
1
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"blesseci assurancG" of God's love when it is sought for its
own sake. The feeling element of the religious experience
is admittedly the most important element, "/e are urged to
seek the blessing of spiritual communion vjith God for its
strengthening, quieting, and health-giving effect upon the
inner self.
The self m-ust have a certain amount of assurance
of love in order to function properly. 7e have found this
to be the m.ost fundamental need of the self; this assurance
is found in one's emotional reaction to the environment.
James supports the Christian view of the world and belief
in immortality because he finds them to be important in
determining one's v/hole emotional m.ake-up. lie says: "in the
practical life of the individual, we know how his whole
gloom or glee e.hoxt any present fact depends on the z'emoter
schem.es and hopes with which it stands related. Its signi-
ficance and framing give it the chief part of its value
. ,
The lustre of the present hour is always borrowed from the
background of possibilities it goes with. Let our common
experiences be enveloped in an eternal moral order; let our
suffering have an immortal significance; let Heaven smile
upon the earth, and deities nay their visits; let faith and
hope be the atm.osohere which mjan breathes in; - and his
days r)8ss with zest; they stir with prospects, they thrill
with rem.oter values.""'" It is probably more consistent with
1 - p. 141
r
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facts to look upon the remoter schemes' and the 'smiling
of Heaven" as the products of the emotional nature of the
individual rather than the intellectual acquirements from
the environm.ent . The emotional make-up seems to determine
the world- viev/ of the average man m.ore strongly than it is
itself determined hy the beliefs he holds, but these two
factors are interacting agents and no broad generalization
concerning suoerior determining power can be laid do'-Tn.
Belief is a biological factor in the development
of the persor.ality . The individual believes something to be
true because (1) he accepts the statements of exter'nal author-
and
ity, (2) his reason m.akes it a logical necessity,/f 3) his
em.otional needs make the belief attractive, xxiai ^ ^si3Ji:s
±B fcBii-TSJTO i]Sja:j5;^:3s*K]i fe^r 2Txt1c^^ , Beliefs are not exactly
determined upon the basis of x true perceptions; they may
exist quite spert from any actual stimulation of an end-
organ in the nervous system. "There enters into each percep-
tion the whole individual with his complex nersonality, ""^
"The poet makes of his individual experience something which
can be utilized by others, which has social value, which
does not estrange him from his fellows, which lasts so long
as the mode of experience to which he appeals hps not been
stifled by purely utilitarian considerations. A poet laugh-
ing merrily in compan:/- with some daffodils by the roadside
would, no doubt, be looked u^^on '.vith great suspicion by the
motorist, absorbed in the performance of his car or in the
calculations connected with industry or the stock exchange."'^
i K iii)x 2 - Campbell, 50. 3 - ibid, 51
r
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Dr, Campbell emphasizes the importance of the
study of beliefs as mechanisms of adjustment. "So far med-
icine has given scant consideration to the mechanisms by
which man adapts himself to the social environment, and has
tended to neglect the beliefs ?/hich play so large a role in
in this adapt at iori'."'''?e shall study religious beliefs in their
role as adaptive m.echanisms; we are not interested in them
as philosophical concepts. We want to determ-ine to what
extent they may be factors leading to mental health or to
di s int egration
.
The mind is capable of entertaining beliefs hav-
ing no basis in external reality but existing for the satis-
faction of the personal needs of the individual. For instance:
a v/oman in a state hospital believec that a certain man in
public life loved her. She constantly received "messages'"
(auditory ha!^.icinations ) from him. She even had sexual exp-
eriences and erotic sensations v/hich she believed v:ere caused
b-^- contact with him., when he v>ras actually m-iles av;ay. This
"love" v/as quite real and satisfactory to the wom.an, but it
v/as experienced in contact with no objective reality. The
realit^r of the mystical experience is no proof of the object-
ivity of God; but the belief and the experience are realities
of im-portance for mental health, God m_ay be a delusion, but
v;e cannot escape the fact that "delusion, like fever, is to
be looked on as a part of nature's attempt at cure, an endeavor
1 - p. 6.
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to neutralize some disturbing factor, to compensate for
some handicap, to reconstruct a v/orking contr:ct with the
group, which will stil3 satisfy sr.ecial needs, ''"^ As such
we v/ould still have s great resoect for the idea of God
because of its effects in the realm, of x^ersonality develop-
ment. A healthy belief for any group is one v/hich enables
the individual to secure satisfactions for basic needs
and is accepted by the group,
Leuba points to the v/ritings of Cicero as an
exam.ple of the biol'^gical function of belief. He finds that
"it is in the very nature of desire to prom.ote belief",'"
Cicero v/as an agnostic until his daughter, Tullia, died.
Then he became a firm believer in the divinity and immort-
ality of the soul.^ This belief v;as a necessity to Cicero
because he could not acceot the idea that his daughter had
been completely destroyed. }!is love for her demanded object-
ivity, and his reason told him. that she m.ust exist somev/here,
• ..•.*•
(Sum.mary) "'e found that the self develops a "tendency to
react v/ith a particular emotion to situations of a certain
class ;ind, under the influence of the emotion, to exhibit
certain types of thinking and conduct".'^ ^^Ttien two conflict-
ing tendencies to reaction ftre aroused by a single situation,
an em.otional tension is created until the needs of the self
are satisfied in that situation, 'it is necessary to u der-
1 - Campbell, 9.
2 - GI, 7-^0,
3 - ibid, 100.
4 - Bagby, 5,
G
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take to develop certain stabilizing tendencies, such as that
of facing the disturbinp- Drohle-ps of life v/ith constructive
thinking","^ Unhealthy methods of facing conflict, such, as
resorting to the securit^;^ of delusions, must be avoided.
"V'Tiile it is not possible for anyone to transcend the limits
of his endowment or attain the absolute, it may be possible
for him to eliminate, or make the necessary correction for,
certain distorting factors in the personal equation, such as
constitutional traits, disturbing experiences in the past,
borrowed attitudes and emotional values, strong underlying
trends, moral laziness and cowardice. A systematic review
of one's -oersonality with the aim of modifying an undue
subjectivity is no mere intellectual diversion, it is a
d7ma2nic T:)rocess involving a new orientation tov/ard exper-
ience, which makes the resources of the individual more fully
available for the tasks of life",^
1 - Bagbv, 14.
2 - Campbell, 78.
r
IV, Personal tStandards and Mental Hygiene
Every conscious act of the self follows some
standard or ideal accepted "by the self. The standards are
those patterns which have produced paths to the attainment
of value in the interplay of the personality and the environ-
ment. Often the standards of the self are not consciously
formulated nor consciously recognized, hut they are in the
m.ake-up of the mind, playing their important directive part
in dictating the behavior of the personality. The young child
learns that certain noises are approved by the parents; he
continues to m^ake those noises and to win approval until one
day he discovers that the environment has changed and that
the noises are frowned upon. Standards are determined by the
approval of society and the learned satisfactions of the
individual.
The successful personality in the e^res of society
is the one which has accepted its standards and has been able
to satisfy its basic needs according to them. "The qualities
of personality depend on the nature of the ideals and objects
in the interests of which f':^e energy of the organism is
-j^
v/orship in
aniDlied.'' Pero/adolescence leads to identification and imita-
tion. The adolescent is fortunate v/ho falls under the spell
of the personality with socially acceptable personality traits.
The individual is unfortunate Y/ho has accepted the standards
of the "flashy" personality who fails in a society of adult
1 - Stolz, 28
1r
persons
.
Conflict arises at the point where the social
standard differs from the personal - or learned - standard.
Some persons accept the dictates of the social standard and
are satisfied with social approval. Others govern their con-
duct according to their o?m standards and depend upon the
satisfactions derived from that course of ection to make uo
for the lack of aonroval accorded them by the group. How to
balance the needs of the self as expressed in conditioned
desires with the standards of the group is a vital question
to personality. Fnless a fair degree of balance is secured
the individual will suffer, either with nervous disorder or
from, isolation.
The problem of the conscience'' is contained in^
ad.lustm.ent . Some v/riters use the word "conscience'' as if
it were an "organ" of personality, - a sort of indicator,
which registers the height of the moral achievement of the
individual in comparison with the absolute ideal. No evid-
ence of such an 'organ"can be found. The self accepts cer-
tain standards, which when followed signify success, and
when fallen short of signify failure. The sense of fail-
ure is nainful to the self, ^y use of t?ie im.agination, it
is possible to judge ahead of time, v;hether or not the
proposed activity will measure up to the standard, '"'hen
it prom.ises to fall short of what the individual feels that
he ought to do, the individual says that ''his conscience
objects" to the proposed activity.
c
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Because of the intricate neairal structure of the
human being, it is possible for him to adopt some standards
by reasoning, reraemhering, comparing, and im_agining. Ee does
not have to learn everything from bitter experience. ''Human
beings have within them^selves the capacities for their ovm
improvement* They possess, both individually and in social
groups, the capacity to recognize fundamental needs or wants
and to set them ud definitely as goals to be worked for and
attained in the future; and they are capable of learning out
of their experience to criticize and im-::rove both, the goals
they wish to attain and what they have done to reach them,""''
Religion has much to do with the standards of the
religious person. Religious organizations have demanded certain
standards of their m.embers; in some cases these standards v/ith
the added strength of the approval of the group and God have
led to a successful adjustment and have helped in settling
conflicts. At other times religious sects have backed con-
ventions which, have restrained individual members unduly and
led to T^ental breakdown. We must condemn the religious ideal
when it leads to such results.
The subjective factors involved in the acceptance
of standards are ps important as the social aspects. The self
must feel that it is worthwhile. It must measure up to its
own (as v/ell as society's) standards of success. The sense
of frustration and failure that accom.panies the failure to
1 - Elliott, 32.
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measure up to a standard, no matter ho'.v u-"!reasonable it
may be, leads to much trouble. The self that cont ini.ially
fails begins to ratir>nalize or dream about the success that
is denied him. Thus the nature of one's standards are an
important factor in d<-termining one's self-regard and one's
mental health. T^'cDougall describes the nature of self-regard
as follows: 'it is the desire that I, the precious self, that
being which I conceive proudly, or humbly, more or less adequa
tely, more or less truly, and more or less clearly, according
to the degree of development of my pov/ers, the desire that
this self shall realize in action the ideal of conduct v/hich
it has formulated and accepted ,
Hadfield recognizes the importance of the self's
feeling about the self. He finds it 'of much greater import-
ance than even our attitude toward the world. It is in child-
hood that we first develop self-consciousness, and the impress
ion we get when we first catch sight of ourselves is destined
to remain v/ith us through life and produce normal and ab-
normal conditions of character'. Som.e children accept a
standard at an early age v/hich remains in the unconscious
in the form of a self-com.plex" . "Of all complexes, there
are none m.ore important than those which form, them.s elves
around the id.ea of the self, our phantasies of ourselves ".
Many breakdowns come in later life because the individual
1 - OP, 440
2 - p. 33.
3 - ibid, 69.
{
continues to rate the success of his strivings according
to the childhood standards; he continues to seek values
which are unreasonable in an adult environment. It is imp-
ortant for the mental health of the individual that his
standards may be achievable v/ith his natural abilities act-
ing on the environment. The true ideal is the consciously
chosen sentiment, a goal unattained yet relatively attain-
able, not the extravagent expression of a com.plex or morbid
self-esteem. It therefore stimulates our v/ill to endeavor,
whereas with an extravagent phantasy with which we identify
ourselves, we have no need to bestir ourselves. The main
characteristic of the ideal as distinct from the phantasy
is that it stimulates the self and arouses the will to moral
endeavor. ""^
Hadfield says: "Ps7/-chologically the right ideal
is one that can, by attracting all the instinctive emotions,
bring harmony to the soul; by stimulatiag the v/ill to a
comm.on purpose, v.-eld the v/hole psychological individual
into an organism.; and b^^ satisfying the craving for com-
pleteness^, secure self-realization and happiness", The
students of Christian ethics claim that Jesus offerred such
an ideal to man. They offer as evidence the lives of many
who have found self-realization in service of others and in
forgetfulness of self. Such people seem to live in an emot-
ional realm that is poised, free from worry and self- concern.
1 - Hadfield, BO.
2 - p. 111.
1t
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and permits the self the greatest degree of expression and
satisfaction of basic needs on a social level.
The individual who has been torn in a conflict of
standards often finds relief in the acceptance of the author-
ity of the Church. At conversion, the acceptance of the new
ideals, guaranteed to be satisfactory to the group and prom-
ising satisfaction to tlie individual, gives the self a thrill
of anticipatory satisfaction and a release from the old strug-
gle that is pleasant. Freud finds an abnormal trend in this
phencHnenon: "The satisfaction the ideal gives to the members
of the culture is ... of narcissistic nature, it is based
on pride in vjhat has already been achieved'',"'" hen unravelled
from its Freudian terminology and implications, this statement
is probablyNT true. It is of the nature of the self that it
must be pleased v/ith itself as a self. Any other sentiment
about the self is the source of mental breakdovm.
1 - p. 22
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V. Mental Breakdovm
There are many types of mental abnormality in
v/hich we have no interest in this paper. It is estimated
that about half of the patients in our institutions for
'^ental diseases have disorders of organic origin. The symp-
tom.s of man;/ of these diseases are similar to those of the
psychogenetlc cases, so th&t there is apt to be confusion
at times in understanding mental illness in terms of cause.
We have no interest in the cases of organic disease that
exhibit evidences of mental breakdovm, since the disease has
attacked the nervous system. Such cases often exhibit thought
content v^hich deals v/ith religious interests, but we can, by
no stretch of the facts, attribute the breakdown to religious
causes. Religion is unable to furnish any cure for such cases
they are amenable onl;^ to the treatments of medical science.
This statem_ent holds in spite of the claims of marvelous
"cures" effected by certain r)eculiar religious sects. The
religious belief may furnish subjective satisfactions to
such a patient; its effects in this instance being due to the
same mechanisms operating in any case.
At this point we should note the claims made by
certain religious sects and "healers". The "mind- cure" cannot
in an77- case be said to be the result of special knowledge and
technique bequeathed to certain individuals by God, The know-
ledge and technique that lead to a cure, if they are actually
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therapeutic agents, can be explained in perfectly natural".
;
terms and are the result of study and experience. Further-
more, no physical trauma can be cured by the application of
a belief. The belief and resultant emotional experience may
repress the sensation of pain for the individual and may aid
in effecting the cure of the physical injury; but it has
never been shown to be true that stru/ctural change has been
x'^rought in the organism other than according to the natural
laws deduced by science regarding the activity of the physi-
cal organism,
We shall not attempt to describe the course of t'ne
more serious mental disord-rs in this paoer. The cases of
m.ental disease classeci. as ''hopeless'* have no interest for
us, since the function of religion in these cases is negli-
gible. ";e are interested in those cases of psychic origin in
which the religious belief and experience has played a part
since the days of mental ''normality". e wish to glance at
the activity in the personality at the time v/hen the person-
ality passes from social acceptability to Insanity, - to
observe the general causes of the break and the significance
of the abnormal behavior for the personality.
We have found that it is necessary for the self
to satisfy certain fundamental needs. These needs are made
known in consciousness in the forms of certain impulses to
action. The impulses come from the learned methods of achiev-
ing values - from complexes and sentiments and other habits -
all sorts of standards, conscious and unconscious.
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There are vast numbers of people v/ho exhibit Strang
behavior because of peculiar standards. Individuals have learn
ed to satisfy their needs for sex expression in perverted ways
they have certain standards for achieving the definite value
of sex expression. Other individuals have learned that in
order for them to secure the approval of the group they must
steal, '"e find that these standards rest in most cases in
buried complexes. The individual knows that he is motivated
to certain strange activity, but he cannot tell you why he
v/ants to do what he does. Ee knov/s only that it gives him
great satisfaction. In this group v/e find a great number of
otherwise "normal" people with strange obsessions, compulsions
and nhobias. These -neo-ole are amenable to the treatment of the
analyst, and it is only those cases which have developed the
abnorm.al behavior to a stage of deeplir ingrained habit and
have surrounded themselves v/ith other abnormal traits that
cannot be helped in making a better adjustment to the environ-
ment
.
Most people com.e to adulthood v-ith a fair share of
m.inor complexes, which are repeatedly motivating them to
strange behavior. Their judgment and consciously accepted
standards of v/hat is rig-it come into conflict with these
strange imipulses. It is on this battleground that the strength
of the personality is tested and determined, A safe estimate
of individual character may be based on observation of the
method of handling conflicts. Failure to resolve a conflict
11
i
I
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in a satisfactory way means failure to satisfy a basic need
and (according to our hypothesis) leads to mental breakdown.
Bagby describes the self as an energy expending organism. If
the energy does not find a satisfactory outlet, there is a
tension (emotional) v/hich will "burst the seams" in order to
let off the steam. The bursting of the seams appears as so-me
form of neuroses. "No one should permit himself to sta^r in
a serious emotional condition for a long period. ""'^
The individual may adopt any one of several general
methods of solving the conflict. The most healthy solution is
to face the conflict and to give 'right of way ' to the motiva-
tion which satisfies the need of the self most fully and in
accordance with what is socially acceptable. When the source
of the impulse is not knov/n, it is well for the individual to
consult someone who can help him. gain the necessary insight.
Some individuals from childhood have formed the habit of run-
ning away from any problem situation. Such -oeople v/hen faced
with an em.otional crisis in adulthood will automatically turn
back to more pleasant days and ways of living. These are the
regressive m.ental disorders. In milder forms of this disorder,
V7e see sn individual v/ith p. rather oeculiar trait of turning
to some childish pastim.e v/hen -oroblems become too heavy. A
more serious form is found in the case of the individual v;ho
runs home to mother after making an unsuccessful attempt to
adjust to the hard realities and problems of married life.
The extrem.e cpses, those that make no effort to accept adult
responsibilities, have to be taken care of in homes or insti-
tutions. The efficacy of this solution of a conflict situation
1 - Bagby, 30.
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rests in the ability of the mind to shape the universe to
the heart's desire. The individual again attains a state of
emotional security by reverting to childhood patterns of be-
havior. The religious person is often accused of making this
adjustment to a difficult situation. Probably the most popu-
Isr criticism of religion is that it offers the individual
a retreat to the bosom of the Father and causes him to lose
interest in the real problems of life and to shirk his xsx
responsibility. 7/e v/ill find that this charge is not without
substantiation in case material, but it does not seem to be
a just reason for "scrapping" religion. It is a perversion of
the religious experience, - albeit, a common perversion.
Another form of mental breakdown is witnessed in
the various attempts made by the self to compensate for a
lack of real success in its vocational, social, or sexual
activities. Again, v/e see the self with a need for the approv-
al of others, a need for love; and we find that it has accept-
ed certain standards of what it is to be loved, - to be
approved, 'AThen it is not loved, approved, - according to the
standards which it knows, it immediately makes a fresh attempt
to secure the value desired. Into this group come all of
those individuals whose self-regard has been conditioned hj
the early environment, so that they feel unsuccessful, un-
loved, and guilty (using James' description of the sinner
before conversion) . Some of these individuals try all the
harder to achieve success in the real environment, and they
often become the leaders and most successful of our artists
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or business men, athletes op professiona]. men. But others
choose less admirable methods of coping with this self-
conflict''. Some rationalize their failures; they soon develop
such elaborate excuses that they no longer need to strive for
real success. In some instances these excuses, fictitious
at first, come to be real to the compensating individual,
he develops a full grown delusion and later becomes a hope-
less paranoid. The individual v/ho has resorted to rational-
ization becomes the paranoid with deliisions of persecution.
Somebody or something alv/ays prevents him from succeeding.
Day-dreaming follows the same path toward mental
breakdown. The individual believes that he is a failure in
his environment, either because that is an actual statement
of the case or because of an inferiority complex. Re learns
to get satisfaction in imagining himself as the successful
business man or lover - attaining v/hatever desire is being
frustrated in his life. This tyoe of case is pictured as
withdrawing from reality, - getting away from the painful
environment in flights of imagination. The conflict comes
at the point where the self must accept certain beliefs
about its failure in direct opposition to the strong desires
for success in certain fields. The self with the fantastical
standards of childhood still unconsciously measuring the
success or failure of the activity of the self face."= a stern
conflict which can be solved only when the fantastic standards
have been removed as a motivating power b^^ means of analysis.
The day-dream.er , 'when his judgment snaps, hss delusions of
4i
1
i
I
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grandeur, "de is now pII that he formerly wanted to be -
loved, powerful, end successful.
Cases of hysteria, which is a defense mechanism,
can he cured only by analysis, so that the function of rel-
igion in such cases is not different than in; any case where
it helps to integrate the individual- about good standards
after analysis has revealed the source of the trouble. Like-
wise, the periodic disturbances, knovm as manic-deDressive
psychoses, are the result of the emotional nature of the
individual and do not seem to be greatly affected one way
or the other by the religious beliefs or experiences of the
patient. If the disorder is expressed in religious terms, the
cssual observer is aot to conclude that here indeed is an un-
fortunate person '.vho has "gone crazy over religion". When the
wild enthusiasms pnd morbid silences seem, to center around
religious subjects, the uninitiated thinks that religion is
the cause of the disorder; wliereas, the truth of the matter
is that the unstable individual has picked up some religious
terms and ideas and he uses them in expressing the turmoil
of his o\m emotional life. It may be true that the restrict-
ions placed upon a child by a stern parent, who cloaks his
abnormal demands under the robe of divine aporoval, often
have produced the emotional condition in the grov/ing person-
ality that later leads to the manic-depressive breakdown. But
this cannot be charged against religious beliefs and exper-
iences - such conditions are the results of badly regulated
homes and narents whose religion fails to aid them in raising
children.
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Note - Vse of Gases
'^'e are interested in the function of the religious
belief and experience in the personality development of the
"normal" person. We want to know how religion ''works" in the
lives of those people v/ith whom we come in contact every day.
Therefore, most of our case material will he taken from the
experiences of people who have never been hospital patients.
We are interested in the religious aspects of the extremely
abnormal cases only in so far as they will help us to under-
stand the psychological mechanisms of the average man. The
nerson who has faced a conflict situation, has suffered with
a feeling of inferiority, or has labored und^-r the stress of
an abnormal fear, and has grasped at religion as an aid in the
struggle is of particular interest to us. Such cases have
been found in some books on the "cure of souls" by ministers
with a knowledge of analysis - others have been taken from
the reports of lay physicians and teachers - and som.e are
from, personal experience. All material used from personal
experience is v,'ith the full permission of the person whose
experience is cited.
Ii
. I
i
i
i
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VI. Religion as Compensation for Feeling of Inferiority
Nature of the Peeling of Inferiority
John S, is a graduate student in one of our univ-
ersities. Up until a year ago, his life (as he describes it)
was a sorry succession of disappointments, loneliness, end
frustration. As a small boy he had been the object of the
derision of his playmates because of his av/kv;ardness. He v/as
always large for his age, but he had never been able to appear
even to fair advantage in the games at school. His few child-
hood tri^imiDhs v/ere v/on in the scholastic field, and the stand-
ards of his friends v/ere those of the average city children,
standards that recognized only athletic and social achieve-
ment as praiseworthy. In fact, scholastic achievement v/as
rather a mark of wealoiess and was to be scorned instead of
admired. John had a peculiar home situation, so that even
there his school triumnhs v/ere neglected. Fe v;as alv/ays open-
ly considered the inferior of his two more aggressive brothers,
one older and one 77ounger thnn John. The mother v/as impartial
in bestov/ing her affection on the three boys, but her status
in the family and the im.p^rtance of her approval v/ere rather
insignificant. The father vas "lord and m.aster" of the estab-
lishment, and his favor was the key to privilege. He did not
grant much favor to JohjQ. He often stormed at the boy for his
avi/kwardness and inability in manual labor or pastime. The
situation needs no further description. It is too common-
place; we recognize it as the typical (with m.inor variations)
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early environment, from which v/e draw our defeated person-
alities. The tender soul of the child is trained to believe
that it is inferior and it grows through the early and forma-
tive years into the emotion-^l hahit of feeling unworthy, un-
wanted, and useless.
?/hen John gets out in the world - (we now speak
of John as a representative of the group; his career is typic-
al) - when he goes to college, he expects little of himself,
and yet he longs for great achievements. He has dream^ed of
himself as the football hero of the cam.pus d:ring his high
school days. Fe longs for the respect of his companions. Ke
has found that his scholastic achievements have not brought
himjj;he ap-oroval that he so strongly desires, and so his
school work has fallen off. He does not try so hard in his
classes anymore. Fe finds that generous apprd>val is given in
his fraternit^r to those fellows virho boast casually of social
success. Now he is away from home and he has an opportunity
to try his hand in this field, f-e soon finds that he can drink
m.ore than his share of intoxicating beverages without becom-
ing drunk. He was always a nice looking fel]ov;, and he soon
leerns that the girls do not obiect to him. as strenuously
Rs did his brothers and childhood friends, --'e falls in love
v/ith one girl. In short, he soon becomes som,ev/hat of a mild
social success, and he is greatly pleased v;ith the suggestions
that pass around the fraternity house - suggestions that he
is ''quite a dog" in a quiet way. He secretly expands when at
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the table he is roundly, b-ut laughingly, . reproached for
having made "such a sr.iectacle of hiraself" at the party the
night before.
Many men reach this stsge in their development,
find satisfaction in the approval of friends for achievement
according to these standards, and make a fairly satisfactory
adiustment at thii s level for the rest of their days. Hot so
with John S. He is further comrtlicated hj a comr^on fear complex,
closely associated v/ith his feeling of inferiority, - the
combination making it necessary for him to make an ad,iustment
at a different level.
During adolescence, John form-ed the habit of ^^astur-
bation. For three years he deposited heavy layers of guilt
feelings in his subconscious. Feelings of guilt associated
v/ith sex, - anything suggesting sex to him. The fear of being
caught in the act of masturbation, olus the belief that the
oractice was hannful to his health and v/ould eventually cause
insanity, soon became so strong that it furnished the power to
heln repress the impulse to m.asturbate. This change occurred
at the same time that John got away from home and began to
get some of the approval from his fellows in college. During
high school, John had rarely gone out with girls. The secur-
ing of satisfaction in the new environm.ent had much to do v»/ith
the cessation of the disturbing practice. Rut John did not
cease to feel guilty about sex affairs, although he had for-
gotten the cause of the feeling, and he did not recognize 1':
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the uneasy ouakings in the presence of a sex situation as
conflict including guilt feelings.
At this stage, John entered a period of three
jepTs of ''hell" - his own description. Re felt that he v/as
inferior and to be despised, although he did not consciously
formulate this feeling aboiit hiF'self, and did not recognize
it in the feelings of uneasiness. Soon he began to think that
his friends merely tolerated him., but secretly/ thought him
rather an undesirable elem.ent. He began to ascribe their
"neglect" of him. to the fact that he was still rather av/kv/ard
in carriage, Fe thought that his inability to dance well
and his em.barrassed moments in company m.arked him as one v;ho
was wrong; he felt strongly that he was so marked. As a matter
of fact, he was characterized by his fraternity brothers as a
rather likeable fellow, retiring and ouiet.
From, the stage of rather general fears and feel-
ings of insecurity, John rassed to a state in v/hich he defin-
itely believed that he v/^^s not liked because of the fact that
he was av/kward, blushed easily, and became confused when the
conversation touched upon personal matters. He did not make
many friends because of his fear of social contacts; he spent
most of his time to h^'m.self. He liked to dream of the connaests
that would one day be his - picturing him.self in al] manner
of successful enterprises. He began to think of himself as
a genius "und r wraps" - one v;ho v/ould soon emerge from, his
shell of obscurity and startle the v/orld with some scientific
discovery.
II
I
I
I
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pere v;e have a picture of 0 typical case of aji
inferior! t7r complex ?nd a possible schizophrenic, A lonely
soul - feeling that he is left out of the activities of the
world, achieving no success, withdrav/ing from a painful
environment, and beginning to compensate by day-dreaming
and vague plans for the future.
Besides the general tone of the early environment,
there are other causes of the habitual feeling of inferiority,
or the inferiority complex. First, -re must take account of the
factor of bodily health and strength. It plays a tremendous
part in shaping the em.otional attitude of the self toward
the self and the world, Adler uses this a.s a basis for his
understanding of practically all personality disorders of
this type, finds the Dhysically inferior child striving
for superiority, spurred on by the painful feelings of
inferiority, Thereare, of course, many cases of inferiority
com.plexes due to some physical incapacity of the individual.
There are m.gny persons v/ho feel depressed and inferior most
of the tim.e because of an abnormal basal metabolism or other
bodily factors. It is difficult to determine in any case
v/hether the physical factors or the psychic play the domin-
ant role in the em.otional tone of the individual. The tv;o
interact, but one may have a preponderance of v^reight in
the development of the oersonp.lity
.
We need to note three more causes of the feeling
of inferiority: a lack of ability, race or family inferior-
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ity, and an actual failure or frustration, the meiriory of
Mch is buried in f e subconscious. Stolz-liEts these five
causes and they seem to be inclusive, Bsgby describes the
complex adeqv'ately: ''A complex of this sort is a fer-r react-
ion to social disapproval or self-criticism and, naturally,
2defense reactions are involved''.
Defense rieactions
Reactions to this sense of inferiority and failure
as a personality heve already been mentioned, but we will list
them, again. First, there is the healthy reaction whic"*^ leads
to further striving in the real environment. ''An inferiority
complex may produce, though perhaps rarely, a superior form
of adjustment. The fear component is a drive and, if the
reductive activities chance to have a social value, the ind-
,3ividual may achieve a very high-level social performance.
In this group we find famous artists, men of letters, and
religious geniuses. Other defense reactions to be noted
are: the regressive, in which the individual retreats from
the painful situation, and the aggressive, which take the forms
of rationalization and day-dreaming as forms of compensation.
It has been noted that al] of these forms lead ultimately
to mental breakdov/n and destruction of personality, "''e see
individuals resorting to all of these mechanisms under the
guise of religion.
1 - pD. l.'"'^-l.?5.
3 - Bagby, 173.
2 - p. 108
pI
I
I
1
I
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There is the individual who has been scorned in
childhood because of a physical deformity or a homely face.
This individu'^l decides to give his life to Trod in the for-
eign mission field. Here is a retreat from a painful environ-
ment, a reassurance of the worth of the self, - in short, a
compensatory adjustment v/hich has social value. Other abused
individuals find parallels between their experiences and
those of the old prophets and religious pioneers. They begin
to imagine that they are strangely gifted by the Divine sent
here on a special mission. They begin to preach strange m.ess-
ages and to make strange intimations as to their importance
and in a short time we find an individual rith a set of de-
lusions of grandeur and persecution, a full-grown paranoid,
who must be taken care of.
Schou gives us two typical cases, which we take
the liberty of quoting in their entirety,
"This -"/as a patient whose family had shown marked
disposition to insanity. He had studied theology for five
years and done well, and was now reading for his final exam-
ination. He then began to feel religious scruples and to lose
interest in his work, spent his tim.e going for long walks v/ith
folded arms, and speculating on 'problems'. He would kneel
dovm and pray for hours at a time, kiss the floor, and declare
he was a spirit. He v;as admitted to hospital, and exhibited
here an attitijde of superiority snd self-satisfaction. He was
not ill ; the whole thing v/as a misunderstanding - the doctors
would be called to account for this, etc. (a thing one often
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hears) . Occasionally his behavior v/as strange: he would lie
down flat on the floor, and stay there for hours as stiff as
a ramrod, or stand up against the wall with his arms extended.
One day he declared that he v/as 'the greatest theologian and
the great- st doctor' and also 'the Father of G-od the Father
Himself . On another occasion he said he was engaged on a
great work which he had come to carry out here on earth; it
v/as something in the direction of exterminating sin and pov-
erty on earth; but he added: 'God the Father can keep his
angels to Himself. Devil take me if I don't manage the whole
thing on my ovm. G-od and all his angels, Satan and all his
devils, and all mankind, I can do in the v/hole lot of them
by my oim strength in three minutes I ' He has nov; been
twenty years in an asylum, is dull, self-centered, brooding
over his mad thoughts; nov/ and again, however, he asks to be
discharged, as 'there is work waiting for him as a mission-
ary'."-^
This case was diagnosed in that hospital as
dementia praecox; in a state hospital today it would be
recognized as the typical catatonic schizophrenic vvith para-
noid delusions. It is the type of case thnt furnishes the
bssis for the popular belief that religion "drives people
craz;/-". Did not this fellow soend five years previous to his
breakdov/n in study of theology ? As the illness became more
acute, did h(^ not spend long hours in spec^ilation on problems ?
V/e are not given the childhood history of this
case, but we assume it to have been similar to the histories
1 - p. 110.
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of cases v/ith. the same outcome. The youth had a full-grov/n
feeling of inferiority; his early environment was much like
that of John S. He turned to religion for refuge; decided
to become a minister of the gospel. But his emotional life
and thought processes were poisoned by the hidden complex
and diseased self-regard. His day-dreams became real to him,
the delusions of grandeur and persecution are well marked in
this case and they have been shown to be the direct outgrov/th
of such mechanism.s as adopted by John S. V.Tiat part did rel-
igion play in this mental breakdown ?
It is obvious to the student of the workings of
the mind that the m.an became insane because of the m-echanisras
dealing
which he develope<ff in/with his self-conflict. Because he
turned to religion in his d speration and \ias steeped in
religious ideas, the thought content of his delusions of
grandeur v/as religious • Just as the same type of case in
the hospital has delusions of grandeur v/hich take the form
of the idea that the patient is some powerful general, like
Napoleon, the individual when breakdown occurs believes him-
self to be the person v;hom he has long admired. This is no
indictment of Napoleon or generals or religion. Brooding
u^>on -nroblems preceded this man's breakdo^m. Brooding upon
problems precedes all breakdovms of this type - the problems
of internal conflict. The outstanding symptom of the catatonic
is his intense interest in the conflict v;aging in his own
soul. This conflict often assumes ideational form in thought
about cosmic catastrophe and control. Because the thought
forms of a conflict are expressed in religious terms is no
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proof that religion caused the breakdov/n. It is the v/ay
that the self deals with the conflict that determines the
outcome. If religion tends to develop unhealthy reaction
mechanisms, it can be held responsible for much of the
damage. But it is the use made of the religious belief b;'-
the individual that determines whether it shall lead to
integration or breakdov;n.
In this case the self was heading for breakdown
from childhood; it seized upon religion as it slipped along.
But: "if religion is such a power for the good, v.-hy did it
not save this personality from destruction? ' When the com-
plex suggested to this boy that he v/as a failure, instead
of proving it wrong by contact with the environment, he
resorted to his thoughts and dreams. His needs for love and
approval and pov/er v/ere satisfied by dreaming and rational-
ization. As his reason developed, he needed more intricate
rati onf^lizat ions and dreams. He found them in the idea that
he v/as C-od's messenger, misunderstood by men, Ke used the
religioTas idea as a compensatory defense; his use of religion
v/as not healthy, - it con be used in a perverted manner as
can any healthy function of the self. For a v/hile, perhaps,
the idea that God loved the young man and found him import-
ant helped satisfy his needs, but soon this belief was not
strong enough to auiet the clamoring of the complex. Finally,
the evidences of success given him by his beliefs and senses
v/ere not strong enough. So his judgment auietly left the scene
i
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in favor of his dreams. He was nov; a success; he v;as strong-
er than G-od« Religion could not stop the disintegrating
forces in this case. Until the comolex is wiped out, there is
no chance for health in such a esse.
We quote another similar case from Schou: "At
one of our asylums there was admitted in 1913 a man stated
to have been always of peculiar character, with extreme views
and a tendency to follow fantastic and extravagant schools of
thought. Even as a child he was dreamy, with keen imagination,
played by himself for the most part, and had few companions,
Y/hen only eighteen he wrote stories and verses and occasional
newsoaoer articles. He viras not interested in religion or
church matters,
''After having been a free-thinker for many years,
he began, eighteen m^onths previously, to read the Bible, and
took to ''T^eculating day and night on religious matters, read
American books about the millenium, wrote religious articles
in the papers, and exhibited a charitable activity far in
excess of his means. His wife and children began to suffer
vrant, especially as he was nov; also neglecting his business.
His wife reproached him for his neglect, but he gre./ more and
more taciturn and reserved.
**0n July 25, 1917, he suddenly declared that he was
the prophet -^liiah, and that the whole family must kneel down
and say the Lord's orayer; they would then, the same evening,
be taken up to heaven. He was therefore removed to the hospi-
tal.
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"At the hospital he lay quietly staring at the
ceiling, muimiuring vrajers, and saying now and again, 'Yes,
I am coming.' On inquiry, he stated that he saw angels. He
cried out loudly 'I am Elijah', and scratching himself so
as to draw blood, v;rote v/ith blood on the door: 'In the name
of Jesus Christ, he is Elijah; behold they have seen him.'
Afterv/ard he grew calmer and talked to the nurses, whom he
informed that just as it said in the Bible that John the
Baptist v/as Elijah, so, too, he was Elijah; but 'as John
would not say why he was Elijah, he likewise would not say'.
"The patient was later discharged from hospital and
returned to his hom.e, but his behavior v/as still strange. He
stuck to his religious ideas and acted accordingly, g^-ve away
money belonging to his fam.ily, for the benefit of poor child-
ren, v.'rote articles on religious subjects, and distributed
them gratis on the streets, sold old furniture and gave av/ay
the money, all the time neglecting his home and his work and
constantly receiving visits from angels and prophets,
"The state of things f^t home becoming more and
more intolerable, he was again taken to the asy^-um.
"On admission here he looked like a veritable
prophet, with long hair and beard, and old, discolored
clothes. He behaved with stoical calm and dignity, and ans-
wered willingly and in friendly fas>>ion when asked about his
thoughts and his' call'." He believed that he had been sent
by God to -oronounce a day of doom. He wrote three books while
in the asylum. In them he preached the Day of Judgment; his
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writings "snacked" of the Book of Revelation. "in conversa-
tion, this Dflti^nt gave one the impression of a calm and
collected personality, ready to suffer persecution for his
faith. His speech was slow and measured, interlardea with
scriptural phrases and texts, hut not without originality,
and alv/ays logical or Dseudo- logical. He suffered throughout
with halucinations in a quiet fashions, but mostly at night;
saw angels and devils with v/hom he conversed, and persons
deceased. One day he thre\? a lamp f.long the floor, crying out,
'Get away, you old Satani '
"As he continued calm and quiet in ris behavior,
he was discharged, and continued his eccentric and patholog-
ical missionary work.""^
The general causes and nature of this case are the
ssme as those of the other cited by Schou. 7^e find the same
processes of disintegration at work. The charge against
religion that it produces other-worldliness is interesting-
ly illustrated here. We hear of preachers v/ho are so absorb-
ed with things celestial that they continually forget debts
and engagements. In this case, the man retreated from a
situation which failed to m.inister to his needs according
to childhood standards. Fe took up religion because it
offered an interesting fulfilment of the self-fantasy. The
only charge that can be made against religion in this case
is that its id?;ational content is amenable to the mechanisms
1 - p. 94.
r
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of the personality which is heading tov;ard breakdown. Here
again v/e see the thought expression of the internal conflict
in terms of cosmic catastrophe. Many freak religious sects
thrive on oersons of this nature; we come into contact with
literature of this kind constantly.
Conversion as GomDensation
The person m.ost amenable to religious conversion
is the person with a feeling of inferiority, due to som.e
conditioned complex, either mild or serious, or the person
with a norm.al feeling of insufficiency in the presence of
God and the universe. This sense of insufficiency needs to
be distinguished from the unhealthy feeling of inferiority.
It is a normal reaction and represents a rational recognition
of insufficiency and the need for help in dealing with certain
situations. The idea that God is good and a personal father
does "compensate" the individual with this feeling of in-
sufficiency, and in so doing, enables him. to meet the difficult
situation bravely and efficiently, 'Ve are interested in m-ak-
ing a more detailed study of the function of the belief in
God in the personality development of the person v/ith the
abnormal feeling of inferiority. Analysis must reveal the
complex and its poisoning influence destroyed before the
personality is ready to make a completely satisfactory adjust-
ment. TAany "queer" people in the church have had the religious
belief clamped on top of the complex. A real cure has not been
effect-
(c
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ed, as would be revealed by a study of the life of the
individual. Continued conflict between the reassurances
of religion and the hidden complex cuts the efficiency of
the personality and destroys the full measure of happiness,
I'.^rs, W. was twenty-three when she ?/as m.arried.
She had a well-defined feeling of inferiority and sexual
conflict because of oeculiar standards and repressed feel-
ings of guilt. Her love life with her husband v/as very
unsatisfactory due to her own conditioning and his ignorance,
Krs, W, is now fifty and the mother of two children. Her
behavior is still governed by her early complexes. She
worries about things excessively, thus setting up unhealthy
fear attitudes in the lives of her children, Fer standards
are sadly twisted because of her own experience, and her
fajnily and friends suffer therefrom. And yet she has main-
tained a reputation for sanity and normiality in her group.
Her religion has been her source of strength since her youth,
Fild mystical experiences made life worthwhile emotionally.
Religious beliefs buttressed her self-esteem. Here is the
typical case of a personality that has been kept afloat b;
religion and yet has never been cured of early mental diffi-
culties.
We return to the case of John S, In college he
"got religion'', Fis was not an^/ spectactular conversion. He
had been raised in a "Christian" home; and when m.isery became
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his lot and he failed to find satisfy ct ion for his needs
in his fraternity group, he began to turn an attentive ear
to the promises of the preacher. He began to consider the
"better life" of Christ; he begsn to get an appreciation
of the truer values. He began attending chapel regularly.
•Tien he finished college he went to live with his
family v/ho had moved to a nev/ city during his college career.
Fe got an office job, found life very dreary, and turned v;ith
longing e^ces to the promised peace and satisfaction of the
church. He prayed earnestly that his fears would be removed
from him. In spite of his belief in God and God' s power to
heal sick souls, his fears were not removed 7/hen he got in
a situation which was strongly associated v/ith the myster-
ious terrors. He firmly believed that his sins had boen
forgiven him, and he strained for thi.^t sense of God's love,
but he continued to feel guilty in the old situations. ;^^ere
was a converted man, getting along in the environment v/ith
m.uch pain - but still getting along. At this level - like
I'Ts, - many religious people remain for the rest of their
days
.
Cases of real conversion, in which the individual
accepts nev; standards and begins to ler^d a satisfactory life
on a good social level, - in which there has been no strong
complex to overcome - are easily explained and have no part-
icular importance for this study, " llliam James has described
the change in the personality as "from the feeling that one
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is consciously wrong, inferior, and unhappy ' to feeling
"consciously right, superior, and happy'. The person who
has been buffeted in society finds new standards that promise
success and approval. The return to the favor of that mighty
personality, God, lends a nev/ confidence to the activity of
the self in the universe. From need of love and approval,
the individual m.oves to a place of security in belief and
actual contact with those in the religious group.
The decision to lead a "ne;/ life"' has its emot-
ional reaction, which invigorates the organism.. The antici-
ration of success heartens the self and raises the activity
level of the body, "it is not sin that troubles (the converts-
to-be) but m.iser-y, and the chief thing that fills their con-
sciousness and brings about the change is not a struggle
„ 1
away from sin but a striving toward something new ,
Conversion "is . , merely the ur^dram.atic change of values
which the m.ost normal and common-place of us notes at work
within himself at almost every epoch of life ',
Unfortunately, many people have seized UDon rel-
igious security out of their weakness; they have secured
enough strength, to enable them to live in the environment,
but they have never been the healthy, personalities of which
they v/ere capable because the source of their weakness v/as
not removed, "^o those that needed only the assurance that
religion gives, and had no complex to deal with, religion
restores them, to a life of satisfaction and is a powerful
factor for m.ental health. But so man:/" of those persons v/ho
1. Pratt, 155. 2. ibid, 163
1
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reach adulthood slightly tv/isted mentally because of unfor-
tunate childhood conditioning, never realize their possibil-
ities as personalities even v/ith the aid of the religious
belief and experience. To this group organized religion ought
to bring a more effective service than has been its contribu-
tion in the past.
A Real Cure for the Feeling of Inferiority
John S, failed to make a satisfactory adjustment
to the environment even after his conversion. The belief in
God's love was helpful and the friends in the church did m.uch
to raise his opinion of him.self, but his emotional life was
still poisoned by the complex. He still felt guilty in social
situations. He still spent tim.e dreaming of the day v/hen he
would become a power in the social and academic world. He still
had definite fears of betraying himself by av/kward behavior in
public. V/ith all of these mental handicaps and disat isfaction
with his environment, he took up graduate work in the univ-
ersity in his hom_e city, and there he came into contact with
a professor with some knov/ledge of psychoanalysis. This prof-
essor soon gave John an insight into the nature of his prob-
lems and the causes of his m.isery. At the sam.e tim.e, he
suggested that John continue his social activities, which
had been dropped, and that he learn to find satisfactions
for his needs in real contacts.
In the space of a year, John changed completely
from a timid soul who was defeated by life to an efficient
i
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student, v;ho took great interest in life and found a zest and
happiness in it of v/hich he had been able only to dreair. in
the old days. It is absolutely necessai'y in cases of infer-
iority complex to drav; off the sting of the complex before the
self can again secure satisfaction in the real environment
and face life as a unified self.
There is som.e provision for this requisite of
mental hygiene in the conversion technique and worship of
m.any religious sects. Put complete catharsis is not guarant-
eed by these forms, and often the tragedy of the "warring self"
(Mrs. W. ) continues throughout life. The Catholic confession
often serves this function in clearing up the sources of
conflict, but it is often inefficient in that it does not
ferret out the hidden springs of irrational thought and feel-
ing. There is no v/ay to rem.ove a morbid sense of guilt based
upon represr-ed experiences such as those of John excerjt by
the cathar sis of analysis. Assurance of divine forgiveness
may be tem.porarily com.forting, but as long as the complex
rem.ains buried in the unconscious there v/ill be trouble.
'A'eatherhead"'" cites a case of an old Scotch garden-
er v/ho had been an efficient worker for thirty years only to
begin to shov; signs of breakdo\m for no obvious reason at the
end of that period. For the last three years (up to the time
of Weatherhead' s contact v/ith the case), 'Fe had become
morose, sulky, brooding. He complained of a pain in the
1 - p. 11
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chest, and could not do his work. Several doctors had over-
hauled him ^vithout finding anything wrong. The last hf^d told
him he v/as a lazy devil and should get up and v7ork. For a
number of weeks his employer had had him at a convalescent
home, where he got no better, "hen I, ' 'Veatherhesd continues,
"saw him ... he v/as in bed. For a time v;e got nov^rhere. He
would not speak, save in monosyllables. I intuitively felt
that he needed God m.ore than any elaborate treatment. Y/ithout
asking permission, I prayed with him. Then I got up, and
earnestly invited him to tell me v/hat v/as on his m.ind. Out
it all came, higgledy-piggled^r, in a torrent of language,
som.etimes choked with tears. It v/as a pretty ghastly story,
and I won't repeat a fact of it. "hen I spoke of God's for-
giveness. Suddenly he said, 'The Dain in m.y chest has gone.'"
Later "he came dov/n dressed in his v/orking clothes, and his
face was radiant." V/eatherhead concludes: "p'ar be it from.
m.e to sugp"est anything v/onderful. Anyone could have done it
who would listen, v/ho v/ould make God's forgiveness real to
him, and hear his confession. I affirm quite frankly that
there is very sound psychological kshshk truth beneath the
idea of the Confessional, and at our hands our people ought
to be able to get all that is of value in it without its
v/eakness and evils. It is a method of healing souls v/hich we
cannot afford to let go." ^
Weatherhead sums up his handling of a more diffi-
cult case as follows: "A careful psychoanalysis was made, a
business v/hich took some months. The buried com.plex was dis-
1 - T). 12.
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covered, "brought into consciousness, and thus robbed of its
power to h?nn, its repressed emotions being released. The
nucleus of the complex was then reassociated \-'ith the healthy-
emotions of religious belief, and the released emotions direct
1
ed to nev; ends". This is a concise statement of the proper
treatment for such a case as ^ve are considering in this
section; and v^e see that religion comes in as a re-integrat-
ing force.
First, relip:ion offers nev; standards - new goals,
possible of achievem.ent pnd promising satisfaction. John S.
v/as afraid of the environm.ent for years, because it had
given him only ridicule and criticism. Kis needs for love
and anoroval v;ere starved, so that he sought satisfaction
in day-dreaming and masturbation. Then his standards
denounced his erotic habit, and accused him of being guilty.
Then he adopted other standards - those of the college frat-
ernity - but his success at that level did not overcome the
diseased emotional life: he resorted to dreaming of success
and relied upon the thought of the love of God. Finally, he
learn- d that the Christian religion demanded that he serve
and mingle with his fellow-mien, - that he find satisfaction
in the society of others. This was a great aid to mental
health after it bad been m.ade possible by the release of the
conflict. The Christian religion taught him that those who
face reality and strive to help and love other people may
encounter material disappointments, but that the basic satis-
1 - p, 14
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factions will be taken care of. It furnished him v/ith a
nev/ set of standards and ideals, which had been tested in
years of living and found to be the best.
The full value of these standards is never realiz-
ed until the individual has begun to put them into practice.
"V/hile \^je used to think that v/hen a man accepted religion
his whole character was instantaneously transformed, we nov/
recognize that the acquisition of the ideals of one's religion
is an attainment secured by earnest and persistent practice,""'"
The unsuccessful individual begins to learn that he can do
things v^hich he had formerly supposed were impossible to him.
Under the stim.ulus of the group and their s^nnpathetic guid-
ance, he begins to find that he is a person of some account in
the comm.unity.
The group offers the defeated person the very real
hand of personal friendship. There is no stronger reintegrat-
ing force. The lonely and inferior self suddenly finds that
neople enjoy his company, "it is the love of man that convinces
child and hardened sinner alike of the love of God".'^
Finally, the belief in God's love and pov/er serves
ss the foundation for an attitude of confidence and courage
in facing future conflict situations. The value of this belief
and the mystical e>:Derience will be more fully discussed in
the next section.
1 - Elliott, 43.
2 - Leuba, GI, 327,
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VII. Abnormal Pear and Religion
Types of Fear
Abnormal fears trouble the average person more
than is generally realized. They are a form of mental ill-
ness which may lead in time to mental breakdov/n. Here, again,
religion is called in to help the individual weather the storm
of terror and destruction,
v'/e have recognized that the fear reaction, in
itself, is a natiiral and healthy reaction on the part of
the self to certain situations or stimuli, '.Ve have found
that the orgnnism is "ca-oable of fear-tinged feelings when
our m.a.ior habit activities are threatened by b force or
mysterious agency before which we feel actual incomDetence, ""^
Because of a conditioned response pattern, certain situations
imply destruction or suffering to the self. Imm.ediately the
self goes on guard; physical processes set up conditions
fsvorable to fight or flight; the resultant biochemical
change in the organism, is recognized as a sensation of fear.
An abnorm.al fear is said to exist when the condition of fear
is aroused in the organism by situations which do not in real-
ity threaten the security of the self. The unconscious memor-
ies of former painful experiences, hooked up v/ith certain
1 - see p. 26,
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ideas and situations, present themselves in consciousness
and a condition of fear is set up.
We have examined the nature of the fear of social
disapprovpl !?:ad criticism, and we ht.ve considered some of the
devices eiriployed by the self as defense against this particul-
ar tyoe of attack on the self and the probable course of the
reaction pattern adopted by the self. Other types of abnormal
fears are recognized as compulsions, phobias, and obsessions.
We are familiar with the man who is always washing his hands;
he feels compelled to do so b- some inner urge. This master
is the repressed fear or feeling of guilt connected with every-
day experiences because in the past these experiences have been
conditioned by fear. 'Ve hear of persons with strange fears of
food, believing that it is poisonous; others are obsessed
v;ith the idea that the;/" are doomed to a terrible fate. All
such experiences are oro.! ections of repressed fe;ir experiences.
Som.e persons develop the emotional habit of fear -
they react with anxiety to almost any situation affecting
their personal lives. These are the people with the feeling
of inferiority which makes them fear the environment. These
are the oeople who have suffered with phobias, - have been
relieved of the complex by anal7/sis, but still have the fear
habit. This group contains that vast number of people whose
first concern in life is their ov;n health.
Bagby cites a tyoical case of phobia: ''A certain
m.an sufferea from a phobia of being grasped from behind, the
1I
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disturbance appearing in early childhood and persisting to
his fifty- fifth year, ''hen walking on the street he found
it nece^spry to look back over his shoulder at intervals
to see if he v/as closel;/ follov/ed. In social gatherings he
arranged to have his chair against the v/all. It v/as imposs-
ible for him to enter crov/ded places or to attend the theatre,
Fis other difficulties can readily be inferred. Significant l^r,
he could give absolutely no explanation of the origin of his
fear.
"In his fifty-fifth year he returned to the town
in which he had spent his childhood. After inspecting his
old home, he v/ent to the corner grocery and found that his
old boyhood friend v;as still behind the counter. Re intro-
duced himself and they began to reminisce. Finally the
grocer>-man said this: 'I '.ant to tell you something that
occurred v;hen you were a boy. You used to go by thi^ store
on errands and when you passed you often took a handfuljf of
peanuts from the stand in front. One day T saw you coming and
hid behind the barrel. Just as you put your hands in the pile
of peanuts, I jumped out and grabbed fon from behind. You
screamed rnd fell in a faint on the sidev/alk, ' The episode
was then vividly recalled for the first time in almost
forty-five years and the ohobia disappeared, after a brief
period of readjustment",'^
1 - p. 47.

Cure of AbnoP'-iial Fear
Analysis is needed in cases of abnormal fear as
it is needed to deal v/ith any personality disorder caused
by a corf^lex. '"e have seen in Bagby's esse the therar^eutic
value of the rediscovery by the patient of the repressed ex-o-
erience, Ragbv claims that "in all phobias there is a history
of guilty action v;hich has -forced repression',"^ and concludes
his study v/ith the opinion that ''the more serious fear react-
ions, those involving repression, are not established v/hen
the individual sustains a satisfactory relsition v.^ith his
oarents or other n'-'tural advisors.
In other words: the best cure for abnormal fear
is prevention hj surrounding the child v/ith advisors in
whom he feels free to confide his most intimate experiences.
Weatherhead cites a case of interest in this conrection, A
young woman v/as brought to him suffering from an abnormal
fear of the dark. After detailed analysis it was revealed
that she had repressed a severe fright experience as a little
girl. The scare had been at a time when she v;as left alone in
the dark. She had refrained from telling her parents about
the friKht because she did not want them to laugh at her and
think her a coward. The Christian religion ideally sets up
a home situation in v/hich such a preventative is found. But
some religious parents have used their religion as an author-
ity for strictness that is prohibitive to the exchange of
confidences. Many well-meaning parents have instilled an
attitude of fear in the children by telling them awful
1 - p. 2 - pp. 52-53. 3 - p. 195.
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stories of the pov/er and anger of God,
Another preventive of abnormal fear is found in
tlie Christian ideal of facing fear with courage. Facing a
fear is the firgt requisite of mental hygiene. But here
again the religious ideal has been misinterpreted by some.
There are those that run aviray from any frightening problem,
rationalizing their cov/ardice by saying that God will take
care of the situation and that He does not want His little
child to v;orry or fret, "h.en a problem is forced upon an
individual, the healthy thing to do is to face it and get
to the bottom of it, Weatherhead suggests that the individual
is immeasurably strengthened by the belief that he faces i s
threatening situations with Christ, the s;^/Tnbol of divine
courage and power.
Contribution of Religion
A patient with a religious background, who assoc-
iates God with peace and pov;er and love, is a good subject
for the m.inistrations of the priest or pastor, A woman
patient in the maternity ward of a hospital became hysterical
with the approach of the oeriod of labor. She got completely
out of the control of doctors, nurses, and even her husband.
Her pastor was sent for. He brought with him the association
of the quiet of the cathedral. The tones of his voice and the
fam.iliar phrases, suggestive of God's pover to help and will-
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ingness to see the v/oman through, her suffering soon quieted
the patient. The reassurance that came vvlth the religious
"belief and past associations outweighed the terror of the
threatening pain and danger. The minister had some knov/ledge
of analysis, so he did not let the case rest at that point.
He sought to discover some explanation for the unnatural
terror; and it was shortly forthcoming. A previous exper-
ience with child-birth had been very u -^fortunate. The child
had been born dead, and the experience had been nh'sically
dangerous to the mother. This had been years before; there
had been no children in the interim. The woman had attempted
to forget all the horror of her fomer experience - had
thought she v/as obligated to forget it. Now, with the re-
currence of the same stimuli, her fears had taken hold of
her, but she still refused to mention them, until the gentle
interest and persuasion of the oastor brought them forth,
^ere, acrain, is the value of the confessional. Religion
makes it possible for man to tell his trouble to man with-
out being thought a coward. As soon as the 'terrible" fear
much
is exposed, it loses/aii of its sting. After this v/oman had
relieved herself of the burden of her terror and had been
reassured that a recurrence of the experience v/as unlikely,
she became quite calm. After a few words of prayer, she was
orepared to face her ordeal with courage and composure.
The value of prayer is found in its double approach.
1(
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to the enotionsl life of the individual. The idea of God's
pov;er and love is reassuring, "because the belief that we are
befriended in time of trouble by the power behind the universe
supplies the vital need of the self for a powerful ally. The
emotional conditioning of the individual is such that the
suggestion of God's presence is enough to start habit patterns
to work - patterns that carry with them an em.otional calm and
courage, "hether prayer is a form of auto- sugp:est ion or not
is immaterial; the mechanism may be the same for both pheno-
m.ena, but v/ithout "belief in God and confidence that God v/ill
resDond"^ the procedure loses much of its pov/er for health
and becom.es merely auto-suggestion. Prayer with its added
thought content and em.otional veight has nroved a greater
source of strength than pure auto-suggestion.
As is the case v/ith other religious phenomena,
prayer has had its abuses, '"hen faced with a fear situation
som.e people cry out, as did the hero in a com.edy: "Dear God,
give me an idea; lust one idea, and I'll never ask you for
another". These people look unon prayer as some form of magic
that will secure their needs for them; they cast all their
troubles on the Lord and all of their responsibilities, too.
This use of prayer is not an aid to mental health. It has
further been found that in terror, the solitary pray-er is
often left vrithout any value from his prayer. In a fear
situation there is no release for the fearful individual
1 - Strickland, 217
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unless he believes and feels that God is capable of taking
away the threatening factor. Such a belief cannot be acquired
by ratlonnl processes. It must be the result of an interpret-
ation of a former experience,
^''ystical Experience and Cental Hygiene
It has been suggested that religion renders its
greatest service in mental hygiene to the fear-ridden indi-
vidual. The person who has developed the emotional habit of
worry and anxiety over a period of years is not completely
cured over-night v;ith the removal of the fear- complex. The
condition may not necessarily still be rooted in a complex,
such as those that produce phobias, obsessions, and compuls-
ions. It may be the habitual emotional response of the self
to any situation. Stolz'^mentions in his list of types of
fears, the "vocational phobia" - the fear of losing one's
job or source of support. Such a fear is m.ore often the
result of the habitual fear reaction adopted by an individual
than is it rooted in a special conditioning experience or
group of particular experiences. It is similar to the
emotional habit that leads the individual to constantly
worry about health, friends, job, and so on. In this group
of habitual "worriers", we will find some that are the
victims of poor health or abnormal bodily development. The
majority seem to be the vietims of an unhealthy early environ-
ment
.
1 - p, 146,
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To this large group of persons with chronic
cases of fear, not due to any particular complex, have
come many "healers" and would-be healers. Find cures by
the thousand have been suggested; societies have flourished
whose purposes has been to achieve mental health by some new
process . The founders of these cults have recognized that
the secret of mental hygiene is lack of concern for personal
well-being and centering of attention upon objective factors.
The general line of treatm.ent suggested by these ' healers is
bas<=^d upon good m.ental h^rgiene, James'^quot es the following
letter of a personal friend: "The first underlying cause of
all sickness, weakness, or depression is the human sense of
separateness from that Divine Energy v;hich vie call God, The
soul which can feel and affirm in serene but jubilant con-
fidence, as did the Nazarene: 'I and my Father are one',
has no further need of healer, or of healing. This is the
whole truth in a nutshell, and other foundation for whole-
ness can no m^an lay than this fact of impregnable divine
union. Disease can no longer attack one whose feet are
planted on this rock • , , This possibility of annulling
forrver the law of fstip-ue hPS been abundantly nroven in
my ovTi esse; for my earlier life bears a record of many,
many years of b^d-ridden invalidism, with spine and lower
limbs paralyzed, T-y thoughts were no more impure than they
1 - p. 102,
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are today, although my belief in the necessity of illness
was dense and unenlightened; but since my resurrection in the
flesh, I have worked as a healer unceasingly for fourteen
years without a vacation, and can truthfully assert that I
hfive never knov/n a inoment of fatigue or pain, although
coming in tou.ch constantly with excessive weakness, illness,
and disease of all kinds.'' Here •.•/e see the power of belief
to transform the fearful and self-centered individual into
a vigorous and confident personality.
It is necessary that the person to be cured of
chronic fear cease to believe that he is weak and inferior.
He must feel that all is well with himself and that evil
shall not befall him without warrant, pTis conscious concern
must be shifted from himself to the environment. The social
self m.ust becom.e upper-most; it must displace the self-
centered ego in controlling the attention. The emotional
tone must becom.e one of love and sympathy and confidence.
The Christian religion undertakes to perform this
cure ,iust as effectively as does any of the 'mind- cure ' move-
m.ents. It recomriiends the belief in the care and protection
of a loving Father and the resulting emotional conditioning,
as observed in the mystical experience. Psychologists have
described the mechanism of the mystical experience , "^hey have
based their descriptions uoon reports such as the following
^quoted from Pratt) : "7/e feel the presence of our bodies
equally well with our eyes open or closed. If v/e know that
II
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our bodies are there it is not, then, because v/e see
them nor because someone has told us of them. It is the
result of a special sensation, of an interior impression
which makes u.s feel that our souls penetrate and vivify
our bodies. It is a very simple sensation which v/e try
in vain to analyze. It is thus that in the mystic union
we feel God within us, and in a manner quite as simple"."^
This is an"interesting' bit of observation and reasoning;
it shows v;ith what the psychologist has to deal in attem.pt-
to determine the mechanism involved in the mystical exper-
ience.
Here is a more informing bit of observo.tion,
quoted from another of Pratt's respondents: ''l have exp-
erienced God's presence, and by that I mean that in a
state of contemplation or under the influe:nce of music
or of suoerb natural ?cenery I have been lifted out of m.^v'self
in a state of pure and ecstatic joy. Not one of oblivion to
the external world, but where it receded into the background
of consciousness or fell into harm.ony v/ith m.y feeling state
and became a unified part of it"." "Any emotion which like
the aesthetic is free from self tends in religious persons
to lead into religious emotion and get itself interpreted
in religiou.s terms".'*' After consideration of m.any reports
of the mystical state, we conclude that it is an emotional
condition not unlike thnt of the aesthetic experience with
1 - D. ."'4.'".
? - o. ?56.
7 - Pratt, ."^SP.
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objectivity attributed to God. Such a condition may be
brought about in the organism when a need for reassurance
is combined v;ith an experience which strengthens the belief
that God is good or powerful or friendly.
The physical basis of the em.otional factor in
the exnerience is suggested in the follov/ing theory of
Cannon: ''There is every reason to believe that ... it
v/ould be possible to demonstrate and perharis to measure
the addition to the dynamics of bodily action that appears
as the accom-panim.ent of violent em.otional disturbance. In
this connection it is highly significant that in tim.es of
strong excitemient there is not infrequent testim.ony to a
sense of overv/helm.ing power that sv/eeps in like a sudden
tide and lifts the person to a new high level of ability,''
Further, "there is intense satisfaction in these moments
of supreme elation, when the body is at its acme of accomp-
lishment ~"
Under the stimulus of this experience, the self
turns its attention to those about it. It associates itself
v/ith the group in group worship and group endeavor tov/ard
better social conditions. At the same time, it comes into
contpct with the highest personal ideals, associated with
God, recognizes that it is falling short of those ideals,
determines to do better. This act of volition helps to add
to the increased ability of the organism to activity, and

increases the emotional tone of the organism in the favor
of the feeling of strength and confidence. Here is the
result of prayer and the essence of the mystical experience:
it increases self-confidence and determination to help other
people, which takes the attention from the self to society
and thus establishes conditions favorable to mental health
and freedom from. fear.
I
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VIII. Sex Tensions and Religion
Gases
Canpbell cites several cases of "individual modes
of dealing v/ith unsatisfied love'' in which the individtial
has (unwittingly) resorted to the biological mechanism of be-
lief to satisfy the longing, "'.'e nuote: 'Thus a young man of
solitary disposition and of strict habits, shy and rather
•prudish, began to have exneriences which for him had apparent-
ly complete objective value and did not seem, to him to be the
construction of repressed desires. Ee felt that he was more
or less haunted, Ee became convinced that an unknov/n but very
rich girl was after him: 'her heart is talking to my henrt'.
He heard her voice. He Toamed through the house seeking
this person. He felt that he was in special communication
v;ith heaven , • •
"It is not only adolescents who in the face of a
stunted or starved emotional life resort to such beliefs. An
um^arried wom.pn of sixty- four began to be disturbed by find-
ing that she v/as the object of attention of various men whom,
?5s f? matter of fact, she did not see and whom she could not
id'ntif7r. Voices, however, said they v/anted her. She heard
the voices of the plotters arranging to tske her av/ay in a
yact't. Young m.il] ionaires in autom.obiles kept circling
around her place of residence, .She v;as so much afraid of
c
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being abducted and carried av/ay in the yacht th^^t she appeal-
ed to the police for protection. The patient claimed that she
had seen fjod, the Virgin Vavj, and the angels, and felt that
this was not insanit7r but was a gift given to her . , ,
"In regard to such phenomena as these the disturb-
ing influence of strong emotion on ob.iective logical thought
is evident, and creative iF^agination driven by pri-initive
needs dominates the scene. As to whether the resultant beliefs,
the individual solution of the internal fiifficulties, will be
acceptable to the group, that may depend upon the current
views of the group, their level of culture, their personal
participation in similar experiences. Thus, v/ith regard to
religious experiences, some v/ill accept and som.e v/ill reject
their validity.'' ^
This type of reaction to sexual tension is comj:ion-
ly kno'.vn in our hospitals, '.Ve constantly come across tragedies
in everyday/ life, started some person's breakdov/n under
the stress of an unsatisfied desire of this nature. Fen in
the public eye, especially doctors and m.inisters, are often
troubled by women of this kind. Dr. Oliver^' cites a case,
which produced tragedy. A pastor, about forty years old,
happily married, became the object of the unsatisfied desire
of one of his parishioners. This wom-an, after an afternoon
call byr the pastor, tore her clothing, upset the furniture,
and accused the pastor of having attempted rape, to her hus-
band v.hen he returned from work. The husband got his revolv-
1 - Dp. 29-32.
2 - p. 165.
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er, tried to kill the preacher, hut succeeded only in serious-
ly vifounding him. At the trial of the tv/o men, it developed
that the vrom.an actually believed at the time that she made
the charges against the pastor to her husband, that the man
had atterir)ted rape. This case was cited "as a good example of
the things that can happen when an emotionally unstable
V'Oman 'converts buried sexual complexes into physical
symptoms' or tries to turn 'repressed sexual desires into
objective realities'.
Mechanisms of Release
Sex tension is a common source of mental break-
down. Often it is found in conjunction v/ith feelings of
inferiority and guilt. There are various unnatural outlets
found for the sex drive by individuals of different train-
ing and constitution. Some resort to sex perversions of intri-
cate formation and varied kinds. Here vie have the vast groups
of those who heve le.'^rned to secure satisfaction for the needs
of sex by methods which are not aoproved by society. There
are the homosexuals of all kinds; there are those v/ith m.asoch-
istic and sadistic tendencies; there are all manner of
ingenious autoerotic releases. Because of the Freudian inf-
luence in abnormal psychology, there are many and involved
names for the various sexua] perversions showing sim.ilar
characteristics and therefore, classifiable.
1 - Oliver, 167,
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Other outlets are found for sex tensions in the
delusions and psychoses, as illustrated in the cases from
Dr. CarnDbell's hook. These beliefs are quite s"-t.tisfactory to
the individuals as v;as noted in the case of the woman quoted
in the section on "Fental Breakdov/n" . These tensions also
find outlets in neuroses: certain rituals, compulsions,
learned in adolescence. Individuals v;ith great zeal for
reform, often get their drive from, this source. Their ovm
dissatisfaction says that "something is wrong"; thej objectify
the wrong in som.e socrial evil and vent th«^ir spleen in har-
angues against the evil, -erhaps m.any prophets and minis' ers
get their drive from, this source of bottled-up energy. The
test of their value to society does not rest in the source
of their energy, but in the efficacy of their attack on the
evil and the evil thst they choose to attack. Sex tensions
often result in som.e form, of hysteria, in v:hich the individual
feels that he is perm.anently injured because he is constantly
frustrated by his environment in his attempts to secure a
satisfaction greatly desired.
The function of religion in this field of m.ental
hygiene has been widely discussed and just as widely disagreed
unon. There have been those that have claimed that religion
offerred an outlet for the sex drive that turned the drive
to the service of society and the individual to greater value
than Y/hen expressed, naturally, ethers have seen in hospital
and historic cases, an abuse of religious belief and practice
that has led them to accuse religion of fostering all sorts
1 - see p. 31.
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of disorder snd breakdo>.^m.
Sublimation
Writers in the field of religion and psychology
have said much about sublimation as a means of release of
sex tension. "Sublim.ation is the process 'bj which instinct-
ive emotions are diverted from, their original ends and re-
directed to purposes satisfying to the individual and of
value to the comm.unity" • Weatherhead, v/ho follows Hadfield
closely in this th® ry, thinks that "if the personality can
create anything, whef-ier it be somet'-^ing we make v/ith our
hands, a poem we write, a picture v/e paint, this is an out-
2
let for the instinct named." Gases without end are cited
of socir.l workers, women v;ho work with children, artists-
all of whom seem to find that this type of work releases
the tension which they have attributed to sexup-l desire.
The most sublime instance of sublimation of this drive is said
to be found in the life of Jesus. Here was a man who found
ample outlet for this side of his nature in the pure joy
of loving and serving his fellow-man. Then we are referred
to a long line of ascetics, who are supposed to have found an
outlet for the sex drive in tKeir religious experiences. At
this point, many cases of fail'^re can be cited within the
walls of the monasteries. Of course, no generalization csin
1. Hadfield, 198
2. p. 167.
I0
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"be ir.ade with kiv& regard to tine efficacy of sublimation in
this field: v/e -must appeal to individual cases, because in
this realm rore than in any other v/e find a v/ide range of
individual differences in strength of desire and the direct-
ion that the desire takes.
The profundity of the theory is questioned because
it is not found to v;ork in all cases » Seven students, including
two married m.en, have testified to the fact that sexual desire,
stimulated by the internal glands and presence of seminal fluid
in the vesicles, has not been diminished by creative activit^r
in many instances. It is true that any form, of activity, esp-
ecially the creative, which prom.ises to satisfy some basic
need, interests the self, and for the tim.e being may over-
shadow the impulses of the sexual desire in consciousness.
But this seems to be plain repression, and when the creative
or " sublim.ating" activity is discontinued, the physical need
makes itself felt in desire Hust as strongly as before the
sublimating activity was started. This is not alv/ays the case,
nor is it true for a great number of people, but it upsets
the generalization that release can be found by creative
activity.
There are a great number of persons who do not
reouire the physical outlet for the release of the tension,
•/omen, v/ho have never been sexually av/akened, and men, verbose
desire is not strong, make quite satisfactory ad.iustments with
the social activity and creative enterprise. True: there are
II
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many aspects of this desire v/hich are not due to the presence
of the semen in the vesicles. And in turn, there are many
interests, such as desires to paint and study anatomy, which
may gather strength from the internal stimulus, which find
satisfaction in creative activity of a social sort. But the
complete satisfaction found by some individuals in this sort
of activity cannot overcome the testimony of others whose
tension rem^ains. The fact of individual differences allows
for this wide difference in personal testimony. Weatherhead
and Hadfield discover that the sexual drive seeks outlet in
many ways: self-display, curiosity, aggression and submission,
and the urge to maternity. Put it does not seem reasonable to
turn this functional process around and to conclude that
because the internal physical stim.ulus may give rise to such
activity that the activity releases the accumulated semen in
the case of the male.
\¥hen v/e turn to the physiological factors involved,
we see no reason, again, nor substantial evidence for the
theory that the stim.ulating physical source of the desire
is absorbed by the organism, because of the social activity.
Until it is established as a fact of physiology that the
creative activity aids in such absorption, v/e find it more
reasonable to believe that the internal stim.ulus remains as
a stimulus to sexual desire and tension in the organism until
the semen (or other ph7,^sical sources of stimulation) finds
outlet in the natural physical processes.
Summary: V/eatherhead proposes the theory that:
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"The disciples found realization for their v/ork v/as creat-
ive, "'"en v/ere born again. Thus the sex instinct found express-
ion,""^ "f-e find no evidence for the theory that creative
activit:^ of social sort;::, offers a release for the sex
tension v/hich is largely due to glandular activity.
Religion does offer the individual an approach
to this problem which is conducive to a healthy and satis-
factory release of such tensions. V/e speak of the best ideals
and standards of the Christian religion here not some of
the freakish standards of peculiar religious sects, or the
misinterpretations of Jesus' teachings that are still quite
prevalent among some groups. The healthy approach is found
in the emphasis upon attention to the needs of others and
socially valuable activity. This type of activity leads to
the discovery of personality values in members of the opposite
sex, and an appreciation of them as personalities, which is
basic to the healthy approach to the problem of sexual rela-
tions. It also tends to make the physical factors in the
love relationship incidental to the other values of friend-
ship. In cases where there is sex tension, the Christian
ideal does all that is possible to relieve the strain, Tt
centers the attention upon factors in the environident which
v/ill not Increase the tension, while it urges the individual
to fRce the facts of reality and realize that the only satis-
f-^ctory adjustm.ent that can be m.ade in our present society
marriage
is in the/relation,sfxiaanxxiai^xxxfK,
1 - p, 173.
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IX» The Desire for Immortality
There are some writers who claim that a desire
for immortality is present in every personality even though
it m.ay not be consciousl^f recognized. These writers maj con-
fuse the intense desire to live, present in all life, with
a basic desire of the self for imirtortality . The fear of death
to the individual seems to be only natural life naturally
fears any force which threatens its existence. For such indiv
idnals as looV UDon death as destruction and cannot bear the
thought, the Christian ideal of personal immortality gives
great comfort and security, "Death is relieved of its ugli-
ness and acquires dignity when faith in personal immortality
is intensified"."''
This is not a general desire, Leuba conducted a
survey on this question: over one-third of the respond<--nts
o
reported that they had no desire for personal: Immortality,
"
Tolstoi and Schleiermacher' are quoted as believing that the
belief in immortality is one of inferior moral nature. Search-
ing for some basis for this desire in the nature of man,
Leuba says: "The desire for imrnortality finds its main
support neither in a sense of justice, nor in the need of an
et>-'icpl sanction, but in the yearnings of the heart for the
mainteinano© of the bonds of love and friendship, and in the
1 - Stolz, 112,
2 - GI, 295.
5 - ibid, 308.
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desire to think highly of oneself and the Universe. This
last motive rises to great influence only in oersons of
considerable moral and intellectual distinction. It is the
form assumed by the innate tendency to self-preservation and
increase when it has undergone the enlarging influence of
philosoohical thought. The annihilation of the priceless
riches which life represents and, as it seems to many, the
consequent futility and irration?) lity of earthly existence
are unbearable thoughts."''' To persons v/ith such a desire,
religion contributes a belief, that is philosophically
respectable, v/hich enables the individual to continue to
live in confidence and hope, and thus maintain a state of
to effective
m.ental health most conducive/ living.
Probably the greatest protest of personality
against the idea of death comes at the point where the living
person loses a loved one. Such an exDerience brought on Cicero's
belief in im^iortality of the soul. Thousands of persons today
speak v/ith a certain young man, as follows: "I didn't take
much stock in immortality until my mother died. Now I just
can't do otherwise than believe that she lives somev/here and
that I shall see her again".
Leuba quotes a case cited by Schleiermacher, in
v/hich a young wife, bereft of her husband, appealed for aid:
"O Schleier, in the midst of my sorrov/ there are yet blessed
moments when I vividly feel v;hat a love ours was, and that
1 - GI, 313.
2 - see "D. 32,
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surely this love is eternal, and that it is impossible that
God can destroy it; for God himself is love. I bear this
life v/hile nature will; for I have still v/ork to do for the
children, his and mine: but Godi ^vith what longings, what
foreshadov;ings of unutterable blessedness, do I gaze across
into that v/orld v/here he lives I Vshat joy for me to die I
Schleier, shall I not find him again? 0 my Godl I implore
you, "^chleier, by all that is de^r to God and sacred, give
m-e, if you can, the certain assurance of finding and knowing
him again . , , It is for this that I live, for this that I
submissively and quietly endure: this is the only outlook
that sheds a light on m.y dark life, - to find him again, to
live for him again. 0 Godl he cannot be destroyed'' , It is
to such a need as this that religion offers its hope of
immortality. This comfort may strengthen at the moment, but
it m.ust be determined that the belief that is given the
woman will, not be destructive of value in the long run. '.'ith
such an outlook UDon life as she expresses, care must be
taken that she is not given food for thought that v/ill absorb
all of her time and attention and let her withdrav/ from the
U'^pleasant environment, v;here her children need her.
Dr, Campbell says that "any personal adaptation
which seriously limits the social adaptation of the individual
. . • is to be looked on as an inferior level of adaptation,
even though it may bring transitory equilibrium". He con-
1 - Leuba, GI, 315- 7.16,
2 - op. 61-62,
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tinues: "One wonders , , , whether to the widowed mother"
(who has accepted the comfort of soiritualism) "there is
not Hvailable some surer source of consolation, some broad-
er basis UDon which she can reconstruct her life, some sound-
er outlook or belief, which v/ill not only do justice to the
memory of the beloved, but place it in the setting of a sys-
tem v/hlch responds to all the demands of her nature. V/e have
to realize that the needs of the individual are variable,
that the possibility of a wide grasp and penetrating inter-
pretation of exoerience is limited, that the environmental
beliefs and systems which are available have their limitations
and that it is not likely that individuals with different
needs and different intellectual endo¥/ments and different
situations will find one uniform system of beliefs adequate
for all purposes. Beliefs are of necessity a function of the
individual and of the trials to which his destiny exposes himl'
The comfort to be derived from the belief in
immortality is obvious. It is the dangers of this belief
that needeto be pointed out. llany cases like that of the
young Y/idow, have a strong desire for death because they
believe that it v;ill restore them to a realm of happiness.
Such a use of the belief is to be decried in any case. The
,ioys of heaven have furnished the thought content for many
a hosnital patient who has taken to d-lusion as a retreat
1 - p. ?3
4
from the defeat of this ;7orld, Leuba believes that "in so
frr at least as rnost civilized nations are concerned, the
TTiodern "belief in imi"^ortality costs more than it is worth".
On the other hand, thousands of unrecorded cases will attest
to the valiie of this belief as a restorer of comfort snd an
aid to adjustment to m.ind- shattering personal loss, so that
the personality is enabled to continue to live a happ\r and
useful life.
1 - GI, 291
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Siirmnary and Concl-usion
The questioned proposed: Is religion a fsctor
making for mental health? V/e want to ascertain to what
extent the belief in a personal God effects the mental
development of the adult, "/e find that no generalization
regarding the. efficacy of religion in treating personality
oroblems can he made to hold in all cases.
The self is found to have definite personal needs
for love, social approval, and vocational success, v/hich
m.ust be satisfied. These needs are satisfied by the organism
according to learned and acquired mechanisms habits. V/hen
habititual responses cannot solve a situation and there is
conflict between impulses to activity, the self is in trouble.
The em.otional conditioning of any habit determines
its importance for the behavior of the organism, ^he organ-
ism demands pleasant emotional tones, incident to the
securing of its values -- the supplying of its needs. Belief
rr^ay be usee by the organism to satisfy needs, when the needs
are not satisfied in reality. Religious belief som.etimes
serves this end. ersonal standards are the habit patterns
of the individual as expressed in terms of social ideals.
The individual patterns his behavior after his accepted
standards. They are therefore quite important in deter-
mining the extent and kind of his satisfactions.
1I
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When an individual resorts to "belief that is
not socially acceptable as fact -- delusions -- he is
looked uDon as being mentally ill and the victim of break-
down. There is a fine line of distinction between the
adjustments of the ''normal'' and the "abnormal'', especially
in those cases that have resorted to religious beliefs for
strength. We are not interested in the mechanisms of break-
down that are found in organic diseases or emotional dis-
orders of the manic-depressive type.
The individual who has been conditioned to feel
that he is inferior, unloved, and unsuccessful, needs help.
He som.etimes gets it in the acceptance of the belief in
God, which enables him to make an adjustm-ent to life. This
adjustment is never com.pletely satisfactory so long as the
complex remains in the Tiersonalit7r. Analysis is needed to
remove that source of trouble. Then the field is open for
the reconstructive activity of the religious belief and
experience. In some cases v/e find the individual breaking
down mentally because of poor habits of meeting the conflict
situation. In these cases often the religious idea expresses
the abnorm.al beliefs of the patient. This is no evidence of
destructive tendencies in the religious phenomena.
Abnormal fears demand the SEime analytic treatment
that is demanded by the inferiority complex for complete
cure and as a basis for the therapeutic agencies of religion.
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^Nlaen a c-'Ponic condition of fear exists in Dersonality,
health v^&y "be restored by turning the attention of the
patient to the objective and by restoring confidence by
helping the individual to achieve the values needed for
development - love, approval, respect, and so on. The
religious society is found to be a powerful factor in
supplying these needs. Religion also supplies the belief
in God and the resulting mystical experience, which assures
the individual that he is loved and protected in t'-ie uni-
verse.
Sex tensions exist v/hen the outlet for the sex
drive is blocked. Satisfaction is found in some outlet,
norr>^al or abnormal. Religion offers the best approach to
this problem in its em-phasis upon personality value and
its insistence uiDon facing the source of tension. Some
religious standards have been accused of being the causes
of damaging repression. The theory of publim.stion, v/hich
states that the individual may find an outlet for his sex
drive by engaging in creative activity on the social level
does not seem, to be profound. Since sex tension is based
largely on the physical functioning of the orgsnism, fr ere
is no evidence to show that the ph^T-sical asDects are re-
leasee in creative activity on the social level. The tension
will not destroy ment&l and nervous health so long as it
is u-derp.tood and dealt with in its true light.
1i
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The desire for imriortality does not seem to be
"based in the nature of the individual, even though he
does desire to live as long as possible. The belief in
immortality has its greatest value in comforting those
who have lost a loved friend or closest relative. The
danger in tlie belief rests in the fact that it may serve •
to focus the attention on another world and lead the ind-
ividual to neglect reality.
One conclusion may be drawn as to the place of
religion in mental hygiene, heligious beliefs v/ill help
in some cases and in some cases they will hasten the day
of destruction for the personality. Individual cases should
be studied and the application of the religious belief m.ade
where it will strengthen the confidence of the individual
and lead him. to face life with hope and increased ability
as an adult nersonality.
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